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Memories of
V-E Day flow
around state
By The Associated Press
,Lexington resident Burton Milviard recalls the day 50 years ago
when news reached Kentucky
that the European half of World
War II was over.
"Everything was very . lowkey," Milward said. "One reason
was that Germany was already
beaten and everybody knew it.
So, it was no surprise when the
surrender came.
"The other thing was that
there was a war still going on in
the Pacific. You knew you had
friends and neighbors who still
had sons or husbands fighting out
there."
Lexingtonians got the news the
afternoon of May 7, 1945, in an
extra edition of The Lexington
Leader. But there were no parades, and schools and businesses
stayed open.
"Everybody was very happy it
was over, but the feeling was that'
you shouldn't celebrate too
Much,' Milward • remembers.
For Glen Wade of HopkinSville, the German surrender came
barely a .week after he was lit,eraged from a prisoner of war camp
where he was taken after the
B-17 bomber he was aboard was
shot down.
On April 29, 1945, the .14th
Armored Division and the 181st
Infantry Division liberated Wade,
now 78, and the other prisoners
at Moosbcrg.
"I never saw so many prisoners crying as on that day," Wade
said in an interview last week. ':I
was overjoyed beyond belief."
Wade said the Germans feared
the 14th. Armored and began
waving white sheets from their
bedroom windows as. American
tanks rolled into town. Less than
a month after V-E Day, Wade.
had returned to Christian County.
This week, he and his wife plan
to be in Cincinna.i to attend the
50th anniversary reunion of the
liberation of Kosberg.
"This will pnsbably be the last
reunion," he said, because most
of the men have since died.
For Hopkinsville native Billie

...we knew we
were free. We
knew we were
going home and
that's all that mattered."
Louis Grivetti
(WW II POW)

Butler Boyd. the end of the war
meant the end of her career as a
defense worker. When her
husband -to-be, Jack Boyd, was
drafted into the Anny in 1941,.
she set off for Akron, Ohio, with her sister and went. to work at
Goodyear Aircraft.
Billie .Boyd, until the war a
beautician, helped build P-38 and
F-4 fighters and B-29 bombers
and rater • worked at the B.F.
Goodrich Tire and Rubber Co. in
'Akron. She was working at
Hughes Tools in Houston on V-17.
Day.
Working for the war effort
"was the. only reason 1 or any
young girt at that time would
have worked in a factory." she
recalled recently.
To mark the 50th anniversary,
World War 11 veterans were
invited to attend ceremonies this
afternoon at the Capitol in Frankfort and at Fort- Knox.
Infantryman Louis Grivetti
almost didn't live to sec the
war's end. German soldiers captured him during the Battle of: the
Bulge in . December 1944. As a
POW, Grivetti was nearly
incinerated two months later in
the Allies' firebombing of DreiS
den. Later, he and other POWs
were marched away into the
mountains. And then, suddenly, it
was all. over.
"We had stopptd on a hillside
for a break, recaed Grivetti, a
Pennsylvania native who moved

• See Page 2
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CHILD'S PLAY: Volunteers from Murray's Fisher-Price facility
spent several hours Saturday working on the new playgound center
adjacent
to the swimming pool infithe Murray-Calloway County Park. Material
s for the center were purchased by Fisher-Price. Thanks to the Pennies for
the Park projected sponsored by the Sigma Departm
ent of the Murray Woman's Club, an emphasis has been placed on park improve
ments.

33 years later...
Teaching still joy for Doll Redick
Editor's note: This is the first
in a series'of teacher profiles in'
observance of National Teacher
Appreciation Week, which runs
May 7-13.
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Educating today's students
may require more paperwork, but
for one 33-year veteran teacher,
the purpose .of education hasn't
changed.
"I feel as good today about
being a teacher as I ever did,"
said Doll Redick. "I still feel the
personal reward when students
learn."
Redick currently- teaches P3s

and P4s, or what used to be
called second and third grade, at
East Elementary.
"I got my degree in business
education and when I found there
weren't any jobs available. 1 Went
back and got in endorsement for
elementary education," she said.
"I began teaching at New Concord and then moved to East
when it was built in 1974."
Making the move to East
meant a larger school population.
"The major difference between
now and the past is that there ig
not the family cohesiveness that
there used to be and we don't
know the families anymore."
Redick said. "We have a large

Tornado,
storms in
three states
claim 22 lives
MARIETTA. Okla. (AP) —
Steady drizzle fell early this
morning on broken power lines
and mangled metal left behind by
tornadoes that killed three people
and injured at least six.
In Missouri, a man was killed
early this morning when high
winds in a thunderstorm blew
over his mobile home near
Springfield. His wife and daughter had minor injuries, officials
said.

Si, Page;

Redick said that today's
parents seem to be drained and
are unable to become as involved
in school, which has a big influ-

ence

hitit's outlook on life

'More than ally (eh' f„h. I. the
family Umt plays a vital role ni
education," she said.
The availability of teLhnology
has been a -pivotal point
'education "Several of the children have
computers at home and they like
to work on the school computers
at break mile." Redick said. "It
we had noire computer,. 1.4.e
could moti..ate them more. hat
some of the students want to rely
on the computers too mach "
When Redi:k started tca,hin,e
she didn't have the !usury
• See Page 2

MSU following
leads from
bomb threat

By JEAN PAGEL
Associated NOSS Writer

In Texas, three people were
still missing this morning after
being dragged down a,ritanhole
Friday night by fierce •, flood

population at East that moves in
and moves out, which makes it
harder to get to know and work
.with the families."
In the past, school was a focal
point of community life arid was
an opportunity for families and
teachers to interact:
"I 'think now there are more
one-parent families and more
family members working .ditferent shifts," Redick said. "Back
then, the mother usually didn't
work outside the home and could
get involved in school activities."

By E.L. GOLD
Staff Writer

AY witsONtecigtr S Tmos phwo
BARGAINS GALORE: Residents of Murray and
Calloway County headed to the Murray-Calloway
County Park for Saturday's annual City-Wide Yard Sale
in search of bargains.

in the building.
Hedges said the building was
fully evacuated in less than l0
A bomb threat Monday morning forced about 200 Murray. minutes.
"I think people took it seriousState University students from
ly, based on what's been going
their rooms in Richmond Hall
Oklahoma City,"
and lcd to a-search of the build- 'on. out in
Hedges said.
-ing that turned up' no explosive
device.
Public Safety informed the
University spokesman Joe Murray
fire Department at 5:26
Hedges said a person described a.m.
Eight firefighters in two
as having a "male voice" called engines
and the fire rescue unit
the Richmond Hall front desk .at
re spondrda.m. and said a bomb was
set to go off in the building withThe evasuation was already in
in 10 minutes.
.progress hcn they arrived
Following established policy,
Hedges said he as told that
the residence _hall security per- officers 'waled the halls and
sonnel notified Mit) Public Safet) and then pulled the fire alarms •
See Page 2
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II Teaching...
the new terms that are used in the
schools today.
"I had one parent who was
unable to help her child do
'regrouping' in math, but when I
told the student to explain that it
was simply a new name for 'borrowing and carrying.' there were
no problems," Redick.said. "It is
simply a difference in terms."
Redick approves of the emphasis that has been placed on writing skills, although she is concerned about how the students are
learning.
"Maybe there is a little too
much of a push in the younger
grades and I am not sure that the
emphasis is placed at the proper
lever she said. "Now we are to
get one portfolio entry ready for
the students to carry with them
into the fourth grade."
While it is important for students to be able to produce quality essays, Redick said it is
important for them to also have a
strong background in phonics so
they can use context clues when

FROM PAGE 1
high-tech teaching tools. Instead,
she relied on basic textbooks and
filmstrips.
Because many of the filmstrips
didn't have tapes or records with
them, she had to tell the story
herself,
"Today, teachers have more
supplies and resources to motivate the children," she said.
"Back when I first started teaching. we had to buy our own. We
used to do -wen to find a
typewriter."
Many of the teaching methods
that are stressed by the Kentucky
Education Reform Act were practiced by teachers prior to the
1990 legislative mandate.
"We'd never heard of portfolios, but we did keep samples of
our students' work," Redick said.
"Some of the programs are the
same except they have been
renamed."
Redick said that some parents
have been confused by some of

reading.
"Now in a lot of language
programs, phonics is not
stressed," she said. "The reading
textbooks these days have interesting stories. The new things are
fun, but the skills that haven't
been taught are starting to show.
"Children want to put capital
letters in the middle of sentences
and it seems as if their thoughts
are stressed more than the application of what they have
learned," she said. "If education
does not have a continuum of
skills, a lot of them will be lost."
Redick said students should
have basic math skills without
having to count on their 'lingers
or usc a calculator.
"It seems as if-memorization is
not stressed as much with
KERA," she said
Another difference in today's
teaching is that tests scores are
emphasized much more than in
the past.
"We didn't have the pressure
for test scores then," Redick. said.
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which has the only trained bomb
squad in the area. However, a
other public areas of the dormit- dispatcher at KSP Post 1 in Mayory, while residence hall employ- field said her records indicate
ees checked individual rooms.
that the KSP was not informed of
Murray Fire Chief Pat Scdtt the threat.
said it isnot standard operating
Nothing was found in the
procedure- for- the-fire-department--- Seardi, -said- Joe-Green;• 35SM-fateto perform bomb searches or director of Public Safety for Murdisposals.
ray State. Public Safety officer
"It is not our normal procedure Scott Purcell declared' the buildto perform any type of search at ing safe and allowed residents to
all," Scott said. "We don't have return to their rooms. the personnel who arc trained for
"The caller said the bomb
would go off in I() minutes,"
that."
However, Scott said a fire Green said. "All you can do in a
department report shows that fire- case like this is search the public
fighters may have assisted in the areas."
en said an investigation is
search.
"They note on the report that underway and his office does
they searched room-by-room, but have sonic active leads in the
the driver usually makes out case.
He said he believes the bomb
these reports- - endhave
originated locally and .was
threat
gotten some bad information
from the people inside," Scott not connected with the spate_jik,
such threats that followed the
said.
,
.bombing
in Oklahoma City ,,last
"Normally, we would stand by
month.
until a reasonable amount of time
."It was -a matter of opportuniafter the bomb was supposed to
go off and then leave it up to the ty," Green said.
Green said all Public Safety
owner, in this case Murray State,
to decide whether to 're-occupy officers were called in to deal
with the threat, but they did notthe building," Scott said.
arrive until after the building had
Scott said he wauld have notifieli the - Kentucky Sue- Police; been cleared.
Fire department personnel left
the scene at about 6:30 a.m.
Hedges. said university policy
seems to have been followed correctly in dealing With the bomb
• threat.
1001 Whitriell Dr
Murray, KY 42071
He said the policy leaves the
officer in charge of the situation
DEPARTMENT HEADS
three options:
Publisher . Walter L Apperson
.No -search and no evacuation.
General Mgr.
Alice Rouse
*Search. without evacuation.
Managing Editor Gina Hancock
*Evacuate and search.
Advertising Mgr. Mary Ann- Orr
The officer in charge makes
Circulation Mgr.
Jeff Duncan
the determination which proceClassifieds Mgr.
Karen Covert
dure to follow based on the circumstances of the individual situREADER itIFORMA'TION
ation, Hedges said.
To reach all departments of the
"When in doubt, we try to err
newspaper, phone 753-1916
on the side of, evacuation,"
Subserlpdon Rates
Hedges said.
All subscriptions payable in advance
He said the evacuation for a
Home delivery 6 days a week.
bomb. threat is carried out in the
1 month
same manner as a fire drill.
$6.00 I 6 months $3600
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Prostate Cancer
• most- common cancer in men
• second leading cause of cancer death in men.
* symptoms are usually_present in early stages..
• can be tfeated successfully
— .especially if detected early.
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If You Tire of Chain Store
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Glendale at

to Harrodsburg in the 1950s.
"All of a sudden, our guards disappeared and we were alone.
Soon, Grivetti and his buddies
met German civilians who told
them the surrender had been
signed, .and that the war would
end at midnight. It was May 9,
1945.
"When they iold us that, we
knew we were free," Grivetti
said. "We knew we were going
home and that's all that
mattered."'
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III Tornado...
FROM PAGE 1
waters in the Dallas area. Eighteen people have died in that
state in a string of storms that
- Started- Friday nigin.
•
At least five tornadoes struck
Sunday 'near Ardmore,. about 100
miles south of Oklahoma City,
damaging a tire plant, gas station
and many other buildings, authorities said. In nearby Plainview, a
tornado damaged or destroyed 35
homes and ripped the roof off a
school.
Farther south, up to 75 homes
were damaged or destroyed in the
Red River Ranch resort west of
- Marietta near the Texas state. line,
said Susan Murfee, part owner of
the resort. One house
disappeared.
_
"It's like there's never been anything there, not even any
trash," Murfec said.
Campers, trailers and automobiles at the resort were tossed,
smashed and flattened. Trees
Were battered. But a bicycle
stood amid the clutter, propped
up by its kickstand.
Workers at the Uniroyal tire
plant were in a shelter when a
tornado struck Ardmore about 5
"*e.had a lot of warning from
the weather 'casters," said Mike
Pruitt. a spokesman for Memorial
Hospital of Southern Oklahoma.
"It made all the difference in the
world."
Billboards and power lines
were knocked down along the
highway near the city of about
23,0(X).

released.
•

Local
This is a quick, painless and free blood test.
• No insurance will be filed.
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FROM PAGE 1

In Eastman, south of Ardmore,
a man and his wife were killed
when a tornado struck their
home, said Love County Sheriff
Wesley Liddell. The. man es
mother died•in her nearby home,
he said.
Elsewhere in Love County, si
people were injured by a tornado.
Three were admitted to a hospital; two were treated and
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Teaching is a profession that
requires long hours of work and
Redick said it is common for her
to put in a -20-hour day.
"I don't see the demand of
time lessening," she said. "I
spend time keeping records and
keeping the centers going in the

classroom. I am afraid that teachcows and this will be a big
ers coming right out of college
change," she said. "I told myself
aren't really aware of how much
a long time ago that I didn't ever
time it takes outside of the
want to stay in the classroom if I
classroom."
couldn't perform as well as I
After 33 years as an educator,
wanted to."
Redick said she plans to retire in
This year, Redick got a special
June. She's not leaving because
pat on the back from one.of her
she is tired of teaching or hates
former students.
the long hours — she has a new
"A New Concord student of
interest to pursue.
<mine came and visited during the
"Dr. Rose (Calloway superinEarth Day display we had last
tendent) has told me for the past -week and he told me
how much
two or three years when I
he appreciated what I did for
approached him about retirement
him," Redick said. "It caught me
that I needed.to be sure I wanted
by surprise, but it definitely made
to do it before I sent in my letmy night.
ter," Redick said. "This year I
"It made me feel good that he
was sure.
made a special effort to see me.
"I'm getting married this sumOne of the rewards of teaching is
mer and I will be moving to Mar- seeing that sparkle
in a child's
shall County to raise beef cattle
eye when he learns."
on a farm," she said. "After 33
years, I decided that if I had
Teachers all across the nation
another interest, maybe it is time
will be celebrating this weok,
to pursue it.
which has been proclaimed as
"Teaching has always been the
National Teacher Appreciation
prime concern of my life and I
Week. In addition, May 9 has
didn't feel I could do both. I
been set as National Teacher
know nothing about farming and
Day.

•
MSUm

Stk. #95470

PlIce

"You went to your room and
taught the best that you could.
Back at New Concord, we had
split groups, which is basically
what we have now. When it got
really hot, we would go sit under
a shade tree and do sentences."
While KERA came as a shock
to many teachers, veterans like
Redick took the change in stride.
"We have had changes
throughout education." she said.
"When you feel secure with
something, the mandates shift and
you have to start something else.
You still try to present the same
things and instill moral values
such as honesty and responsibility without feeling like you have
infringed on someone else's
rights."

• • A tornado barreled -through the
Texas 'Panhandle early Sunday,
killing one man and injuring five
others.
Robert-LeGrand, 3K, was killed
about 1:45 a.m. when a tornado
smashed his mobile home neat
Amarillo, said Wayne Beighle, a
spokesman for the'Texas - Department of Public Safety in Amarillo. LeGrand's body was found
130 feet from where he had stood
on his front porch when the' tornada touched down. '
The • twister touched down. at
least 'three times within eight
miles. It destroyed eight mobile
.homes, .heavily damaged three
houses and seriously injured four
people, officials said.
The tornado. also flipped a car,
seriously injuring another person.
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FARM
Gillum selected as participant in program

Two professors with a combined 62 years of service were recognized for
exceptional contributions to the MSU department of agriculture at the 19th
annual departmental awards banquet. Arlie Stott(left), taught animal science
at Murray State from 1949-84, and Dr. Durwood Beatty, professor of
agronomy since 1968, will retire at the end of the current term.

Barbara Gillum is one of two
women from across the state of
Kentucky chosen to participate in
the Career Enhancement Program
as a Loan Assistant Trainee with the
Rural Economic and Community
Development Service(RE('D) formerly known as Farmers Rome
Administration.
Gillum attended the University of
Kentucky and has HP/2 years of
service with the USDA. During the
last three years, she has been recognired as an outstanding employee in
the Mayfield County Office where
she performed in the clerk-al ca
pacity. She has also worked in the
Murray and Clinton County Offices.

At present. %I; (odium is sta
tinned at the I a( 'enter It (
)Iin t'
under the direction of Mr lir ii«'
Partin, Ur writ v Siirsr‘ rs4tr W
this training period, she will he
working with the rural i.ommunitics

of Ballard, Mi('rat ken and I lying.
()unties administering Rural
!lousing and Farmer Program
I (tans ,..L2pon completion of her
training.
will return to the
Mayfield RI:CD Office to serve as

Assistant ( ounic Supervisor
She resides in Calloway County
with her husband. Fred, a county
supervisor at the Murray RE.Cfr
Office I hey have cox chiklren and
three grandchildren
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BARBARA GILLUM
Chile Douglas was named Outstanding Student in Agricultural Mechanization at the 19th annual department of agriculture banquet A graduate
student, Douglas completed his bachelor's degree last December. As an
undergraduate, Douglas was a dean's list student. He Is a member of Alpha
Gamma Rho, the Ag Mechanization Club and Alpha Zeta. He is currently
assistant manager of the Marshall County Soil Improvement Assoc. His
parents are Fred and Elizabeth Douglas of Murray. Presenting the sward is
Dr. Dwayne Driskill (left), associate professor of agriculture and Alpha Zeta
Weer.
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Farm reps meet with Whitfield
$
Arlie and Maxine Scott, retire- scnting Calloway County on farm
. services and extension programs in
Calloway County,recently met with
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield for a round
table discussion in Princeton.
Whitfield also heard from representatives from Caldwell, Henderson, McLean, Livingston, and
Ohio counties.
•

Arlie Scott address 4-R youth
development services. He also presented the Congressman with the,
following facts about Calloway: the

county ranked second in the state for
dark tobacco earning $10.5 million:
sixth in wheat earning $5
10th in corn earning $10 million:
12th in soybeans earning $7 million
and 52nd in livestock earning S4I.5
million.
Calloway ranks 29th in the state •
for farm income and 11th in the total
number of crops produced.
. The group was also taken on a
tour of the University of Kentucky
Research and Education Center by
Dr. Roy Burris, Dr. Lloyd Murdock
and Donnie Davis.

Blooming plants common in May
May is perhaps one of the most
interesting months in the garden.
The weather has W,armed, and everything is up and growing. Though
the garden is always changing; this
Month those changes are dramatic.
What was once bare ground is
suddenly covered with green and
growing things.
If you have been lucky and/or
diligent, those green and growing
things are garden plants that will
SO()n flower. If you have not been
fortunate, those plants are weeds
which need to be pulled before they
take over the garden. I always feel
like I must have soil that sends out
invitations to a weed party well in
advance, so that the weeds don't
make other plans. But I can't spend
all my time thinking about weeds.
There is so much else to expenence. There are new buds and
blossoms each day, and I take a
garden tour at least once a day so as
not to miss anything. This is the
season in which the garden is
exhuberant All the plants seem to by trying to
bloom at once. There arc pale
yellow and white iris and dark
purple spiderwort,bright blue baptisia and intense yellow flag iris.
There are peonies in every shade of
pink from a pale baby pink to a
_deep, not quite red shade. (I do have
a red peony, but it was once run over
by a truck and hasn't been the same
since.) The rugosa FMCS arc starting
to bloom and the rest of the roses
will soon follow. The meadow-rue
with its delicate gray-green leaves is
getting taller by the minute and will
soon open its buds of sulfur-yellow
With all these distractions it am,
ateS rne that I get much done in the
garden Mall. I try. Even when lam
determined to accomplish some particular task. I can get waylaid

Growing In
the Garden
By Cathleen Peage
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COLOGNE SPRAY
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KXTE HIGHS

RITE AID
PANTY!IGE2A- OR KNEE HIGHS

L.A. LOOKS
HAIR STYLING PRODUCTS
.la •
j „I

try-.
How easy is it to keep diligently
scraping away sod on a misty
morning when the air is heavy with
the scent of wild roses? Perhaps I
Just don't have much willpower, but
I soon find myself enjoying the
garden for what it is, rather than
what I would impose on it. I put
down my tools and wander around
the garden.
The scent of roses dissipates -as
the day warms, and is gone by the
afternoon. I have a porch so full of
plants that people ask if I sell
flowers. The early evening is a
good time for transplanting, so I
tuck white phlox And liatris, daisies
and hosta, into Their places.
I _ work until there is almost-no light and all I can really see is the
white impatiens glowing under the
tree' I consider planting by porch
light but decide against it, as I have
not yet eaten supper and it isalmost
nine o'clock. The plants will he
their in the morning.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: This is
the first installment in a series
of profiles of Kentucky gubernatorial candidates and their
running mates.
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer

FROM OUR READERS
Writer defends freedom
Dear Editor
This letter is in response to the letter to the editor May 1 about
censoring the airways. I am compelled to write this because of the fear
and attitudes that this type of thing promotes. I feel it is a perfect time to
reprint this very old letter.
"I Didn't Speak Up"
"In Germany, the Nazis first came for the Communists, and I didn't
speak up because I wasn't a Communist.
Then they came for the Jews,and I didn't speak up because I wasn't a
Jew.
Then they came for the Trade Unionists,and I didn't speak up because
I wasn't a Trade Unionist
Then they came for the Catholics,butt didn't speak up because! was a
Protestant
Then they came for me,and by that time there was no one left to speak
for me."
Author-Rev. Martin Niemoeller, German-Lutheran Pastor was
arrested by the Gestapo and was sent to Dachau in 1938 and was freed in
1945.
You can substitute talk show host, radio personality, teacher, Sunday
school teacher or any other person that says something that you could
disagree with. This fear tactic scares me more than the bombing in
Oklahoma.
Each of us disagrees with something. If it is made a law to stop
opinions, who decides what opinion is bad or good?
Beverly DeVries
HCR 75 Box 264, New Concord, Ky. 42076

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Having become a fixture on Kentucky's ballot, Tommy Klein has
found plenty of time to carve out
his views on the issues.
The 81-year-old Republican
gubernatorial candidate, making
his 32nd bid for elective office,
takes pride in speaking bluntly on
a range of sensitive topics —
from AIDS to welfare to swift
and sure punishment for
criminals.
The Louisville native points to
welfare as an example of the alltalk-but-no-action approach that
he says is all too common in government. Klein said he supports
phasing out welfare.
"If I had anything to do with
it, on every big signboard (it
would) say ... welfare is going, so
get ready .for it," Klein said.
"Now those people that need
welfare ... we can feed them for a
while, we can school them for a
while, we can help them for a
while, but we have to make them
a taxpayer. And the more taxpay-

ANALYSIS
ers that we get, the better off our
state will be."
AIDS is another problem that
government hasn't dealt with
adequately, with the result that
more people are threatened, Klein
said.

smoke that stuff and my friends
that use it don't have to wait for
the Colombians to bring their
airplanes up full of it and charge
and charge and charge and take
everybody's money and fly
back," he said.

"I want to see, in the state of
Kentucky, everyone tested for
AIDS so we can find out how to
stop this thing," he said.

Meanwhile, Klein said he supported casino gambling as an
economic-development tool and
was ,critical of the state's
education-reform law. He said he
worries about discipline in
schools and wants greater attention given to the basics — reading, writing and arithmetic.

"The people with AIDS say
they don't get enough help. So
then we know how to help them
and we can invest because it's
going to kill your children, my
children, my grandchildren if We
let it go."
Klein also voiced concern
about the future of rural Kentucky and its reliance on tobacco. He
said his solution would be to
legalize marijuana, providing
income for growers, reducing
criminal activity and creating a
lucrative revenue source for the
state.
"If you make the growing of
marijuana legal in the state of
Kentucky, your friends that

His sharpest criticism was
aimed at the state's response to
crime. Klein said he wants to set
up a judicial sistem that would
deal with offenders swiftly, less
expensively and deter criminal
activity.
"You have a 24-hour jury sitting, you have 24-hour judges sitting, you have 24-hour ... lawyers
sitting," he said. "You're a
policeman and see someone kill
another person. Then you grab
that person that has killed that

person and bring him before this
24-hour judge.
"Not like O.J. (Simpson), but
right now you try that guy. If you
find him' not guilty, turn him
loose."
If a person were found guilty,
Klein said, "you do this: You
have a little room on the side
there and ... (someone) pulls his
little scalpel out and cuts both of
that guy's hands off." The person would receive medical treatment and then be turned loose,
Klein said.
"When the thieves and when
these jerks find out what you're
going to do to them, do you think
they will stay in this town?" he
asked.
There's a new twist to the latest campaign by Klein, who has
run for president, Congress and
mayor of Louisville.
Klein selected his son, Tommy
Klein III, as his running mate.
"We're like a team of horses,"
he said.
(Despite repeated requests,
Tommy Klein III „did not take
part in a profile interview with
The Associated Press).
The elder Klein said if he loses
in the GOP primary this spring,
he'll keep running for office "as
long as the Good Lord lets me."

WASHINGTON TODAY

Ramo first woman
takes reins of ABA
By RICHARD CAREW
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Roberta Cooper Ramo won't become
the American Bar Association's first female president until August,
but she already has begun working to improve the battered image
of the traditionally male legal profession.
Ramo believes Americans misunderstand attorneys almost as
much as they underestimate the value of politicians and don't
appreciate lawyers' role in protecting the nation's cherished
freedoms.
"The American people have forgotten, or maybe generations of
Americans don't understand, the brilliance of the Constitution and
the Bill of Rights," she said in a recent interview.
"I'm trying to remind people why this country has been so successful, and explain how lawyers have played a big role in bringing
about that success."
In a speech in Des Moines, Iowa, Ramo was more blunt.
"We have become a nation of constitutional illiterates, easily
swayed by slogans, assailed by half-truths in what seems to be an
endless stream of vituperative language, anger and hate poured
over the ainvaves into our cars and homes," she said.
Ramo also believes most Americans also don't appreciate the
jobs done by their political leaders. "You .can't give sorneono
enough power to make up for what they lose -- family life, privacy," she said.
"There's a lot of talk about a leadership problem, but there's a
followership problem, too. We're all armchair quarterbacks today,"
she said. "All of us, lawyers and non-lawyers, have to help bring
about solutions."
The association's presidents-elect usually are such low-profile
figures they approach invisibility. But Ramo already has been the
most traveled ambassador of the 370,000-member, Chicago-based
ABA.
Ramo, a real estate lawyer from Albuquerque, N.M., this month
carries the ABA flag to Cincinnati; Kansas City, Mo.; Denver;
Cleveland; Houston; Washington, D.C.; Orlando, Fla., and New
Haven, Conn.
"They want me to talk to people," she said. "If you want to
make things better, you have to go out and talk to people."
In Houston later this month, Ramo will be Liking about youth
violence and the role of the family in providing avolution:"For all
our talk about family values, we are not a very family-friendly society," she said.
"There's a parenting problem. Some don't take the time, some
don't have a clue," she said, adding that youth violence often is a
byproduct of dysfunctional homes. "There's a need for societal
parenting_ for those who don't have parents."
It appears another favorite theme of Ramo's year as ABA president will be the need to save the Legal Services Corporation from
efforts in Congress to kill or greatly reduce the.lederal agency that
provides legal help to the poor.
The ABA's defense of Legal Services against past attempts to
cut its funding has led some to suggest that the nation's lawyers
want the government to represent the poor so they won't be obligated to donate their services. The legal profession calls this kind
of free service "pro bono publico" '-- for the pUblic good.
"It's not true," Ramo said. "The amount of pro bono work has
gone up exponentially" since Legal Services Was crested—by Congress in 1974.
"Lawyers, unlike doctors, don't have emergency rooms, and
people don't think they can walk into a fancy law firm office and
say, 'I'm in a legal emergency and I need help.' But they know
they can turn to Legal Services," R31110 said.
She noted that 12.5 percent of the agency's budget goes to coordinating the pro bono efforts. of private lawyers.
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Briscoe forsees disaster
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
For want of a yard sign an election was lost?
A missed trip to Bardwell
meant a potential governor
became just another former
candidate?
It may not be quite that drastic,
but political consultant Danny
Briscoe makes the point that the
raging boredom about this year's
gubernatorial campaign can be
traced to the spending limits
imposed by the 1992 General
Assembly.
Briscoe admits to a bias. When
he ran= Wallace Wilkinson's campaign in 1987, money wasn't a
problem. Wilkinson just wrote
another check from his personal
fortune. The $4 million Wilkinson spent was returned with interest after he won the Democratic
primary.
It is a political maxim that
money talks. With candidates
limited to $1.8 million each this
primary, Briscoe maintains there
hasn't been enough noise to catch
anyone's attention.
"By and large it's a dead campaign," said Briscoe, who has no
candidate in this primary.
The campaigns this year are
hording money for television
commercials in the last two
weeks.
"They don't have money for
yard signs or bumper stickers or
any, of those things," Briscoe
said. So what?
"It adds some enthusiasm and
excitement and it builds the mor-

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
ale of your organization, if
nothing else," Briscoe said.
Briscoe recalled that Wilkinson
would hop in a plane — usually
one owned by one of his companies — and fly around the state at
will.
That had two effects.
"Everywhere we went, even
when we were in third or fourth
place ... pelvic turned Out," Briscoe said. That attracted attention,
and resulting free news coverage.
But ordinary voters are also
being denied the opportunity, for
whatever it's worth, to, actually
meet candidates and talk to them.
"The law has had ramifica-

tions far beyond what you can
spend on television," Briscoe
said.
"It is the calmest, deadest
primary in my lifetime and that's
because of the law," Briscoe
said. "Either you've got to say
that or say they're all idiots and
I'm not going to say that because
I don't believe it."
Briscoe thinks there is anotherfactor at work to depress interest
in this gubernatorial race, especially among Democrats.
"They all think it's going to be
a Republican year," Briscoe said.
He opines that attitude was
what really kept Louisville May-

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome ixid encouraged to express their
opinions on our Taw"page by writing letters to the editor. We print
users on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in cue verification is 'necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more dm 500 words. Letten should be typewritten and double-spaced
LI Posidble. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Who should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

or Jerry Abramson, former Lexington mayor and current congressman Scotty Baesler and state
Auditor Ben Chandler out of the
governor's race this year.
"They can coat it any way
they want," he said.
That is not to say that the
Democrats were scared off by the
Republican field, specifically the
GOP's leading candidate Larry
Forgy.
"It's not Forgy. He's not King
Kong," Briscoe said. "It's the
philosophical shift."
Briscoe said last year's congressional elections are proof.
"People didn't vote for that
guy (Ron) Lewis. They voted
against the Democratic Party,"
Briscoe said.
Lewis was a political nobody
who stunned the nation by winning the 2nd District seat held for
40 years by William Natcher
until his death. A similar case
could be made for the election of
Ed Whitfield in the 1st District,
which had never sent a Republican to Congress in the 202 years
Kentucky had been a state.
"And that is still out there to a
large extent," Briscoe said.
Briscoe said there is,the potential for disaster for Democrats in
the fall.
"I think it could be bad,"
Briscoe said. "If it were held
next Tuesday, it could be a
sweep."
, Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankton correspondent for The
Associated Press.
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Diabetes meeting Tuesday

A meeting, hosted by Diabetics Taking Control, concerning Acute
& Chronic Complications of Diabetes will be Tuesday, May 9, at 7
p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Ann
Ingle, R.N. and crtified diabetic educator, will provide information
on acute complications of diabetes including recognition, management and preventin of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia. She will
also talk about how to prevent and/or reduce the risk for long term
health problems due to diabetes. For information, call 762-1364.

Ann ('arr

Panel discussion on Tuesday
United We Stand America/Calloway will sponsor a panel discussion on taxes, new jail, etc., on Tuesday. May 9, at 7 p.m. in Community Room of North Branch of Peoples Bank. The panel will be
composed of concerned citizens of Calloway County. The public is
urged to attend.

Carr will
be honored

A retirement reception in honor of Ann Can will be Wednesday, May 10, from 3 to 4:30 p.m.
Angel Certificates, suitable for framing, are being prepared this
in Dance Lounge of Curris Cenweek as especially appropriate and unique Mothers' Day gifts by the
ter, Murray State University.
Family Resource„Center of Calloway County in recognition of donaC-err-is retiring- after 29-years
tions made to the 'Angel Fund in honor-of mothers. DonstiOns -of-any at - Murray State University. She
aize are welcome. For more information, phone the center,
is an associate professor/
753-3070, during office hours of 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. or leave a mescoordinator in the Department of
sage after hours.
Family and Consumer Studies at
MS U.
Hazel senior citizens to be honored
The public is urged to attend
The annual Senior Citizens' luncheon, sponsored by Hazel
the reception for Carr which is
Woman's Club, will be Saturday, May 13, at the Hazel Community
being hosted by members of the
Center. Lunch will be served at noon and is free to all senior citizens
Department of Family and Conof the Hazel community.
sumer Studies. -

Angel Certificates available

Luncheon at Murray Country Club
The weekly luncheon for all members of Murray Country Club
will he Wednesday, May 10. Lunch will be served from noon to 2
p.m. in the ball room. A choice of three plate lunches with dessert
will be $5 per person. Reservations are not needed.

VFW meeting date and place changed
Eddie Roberts Jr. VFW Post 6291 and its Ladies Auxiliary will
now meet the second Thursday of each month at 7 p.m. at the
American Legion Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. The
groups will meet Thursday, May 11, at 7 p.m. All members and
interested persons arc invited to attend and to note the change in
place and date.

VE Day celebration tonight
World War II Veterans and their guests will gather tonight (Mon-day) at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant for a special event on the
50th anniversary of VE (victory in Europe) Day. This dinner' has
been planned to commemorate and honor the veterans who fought in
World War II and to remember those men who gave their lives in
defending the United States and other allied nations in World War
II. Leonard Brown of Veterans of Foreign Wars Post -6291 of Murray and Bob Etherton, retired professor of physics at Murray State
University, are co-chairmen of the Murray-Calloway County Committee for this event. The cost of the meal will be $6.95. Brown and
Etherton invite all veterans and their guests to attend this special
dinner on the 50th anniversary of VE Day.

Southwest Conlmittee will meet
Scheduling Committee of Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Site-Based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday, May 9, at
3:15 p.m. at the school. All interested persons are invited.

East Elementary Council to Meet
East Calloway Elementary School Site-Bised Decision Making
Council will meet,Tuesday, May 9, at 6 p.m. in the teachers' lounge.
The- public is invited to attend.

North Pleasant Grove plans revival
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church will have
revival services starting Wednesday, ,May 10, and continuing
through Friday. May 12. The Rev. Bobby Williams, pastor of Mt.
Ararat Church, Union City, Tenn., will be the speaker for the services at 7 p.m. each evening. The church is located on Roy Graham
Road Highway 121 North. The pastor, the Rev. Dennis Gardner,
inv-ites th public to attend.

Special meeting on Tuesday
Calloway Countians for Patton-Henry '95 will meet Tuesday, May
9, at 7 p.m. in main meeting room of Calloway County Public
Library. Jody Lassiter, chairman, invites everyone supporting Lt.
Gov. Paul.Patton for governor and Dr. Steve Henry for lieutenant •
governor to attend. For information 753-7787 or 753-6351.

CCHS Committee will meet
Discipline Committee of Calloway County High School Sitebased Decision Making.Council will meet Tuesday, May 9, at 3 p.m.
in Room 304 of the school. The public is"invited. _

Waters Advisory Council will meet
. Murray Middle Schoot Advisory Council for Waters School
House in Murray-Calloway County Park will meet Tuesday, May 9,
at 6:30 p.m. at the school. All persons interested in the preservation
of this school building are urged to attend.

Oaks'ladies plan events
Ladies' day events at the Oaks as follows:
First Place team won on count
Country Club will be Wednesday,
•
back - Shirley Wade, Mary
May 3.
Bridge will be .played at 9 a.m. Wells, Kathryn Wright, Mary
Alice Garner and Bobbie Burks
wifh Mary E. Outland, phone
Second Place team - Jan(ho753-2929, as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m. a, Sue Wells, Grace lames,
Agnes Payne rid Anna Lou
with Brondi Parker and Martha
Coleman;
Pairings
'will
Enix as hostesses.
Third Place team - Shclba Barbe made st the tee.
Winners of golf scramble play nett, Martha Broach, JoAnne
Honefanger, Erma Tuck ond Henon Wednesday, May 3, have been
released by Enna Tuck, hostess, ry Montgomery.
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Monday, May 9
VE Day Celebration for all World War
II veterans and guests/6 p.m./Seven
Seas Restaurant.
Author Jo Frohbieter-Muellerifree
lecture/7 p.m./Calloway County Public
Library.
Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens/7:30 p.m./Weaks
Community Center basement room.
Murray Area Girl Scout Leaders' Service Unit meeting/6:30 p.m./Girl Scout
cabin.
Murray Middle School Advisory Council for Waters School House in MurrayGalloway County Park/6:30 p.m. at
MMS
Lodge 728 of WOW:6 p m /Log Cabin
Restaurant.
CFIDS and Fibromyalgia Support
Groups/5:30 p.m./Draffenville. Info/
753-1161 or 1-502-527-3784.
North Calloway Elementary School
Site-based Decision Making Council/6
pm.
Calloway County Fire Protection District 2 at 7 p.m./at No. 7 station at
Pottertown
Suburban Homemakers Club/7
p.m./home of Annabelle Russell.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m potluck salad
supper/Chestnut Street Park
Playground
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gals;7
p.m /Pagliars.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Dorothy Moore Circle,'7:15
p.m. with Beth Belote as hostess.
First United Methodist Church events
include Reach-Out Callers 1/4 p.m.
First Christian Church events include
Boy Scout Troop 7,7 at 6:30 p.m. -Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info753-0082.

Wadesboro club meets
. Imogene Palmer presented a
lesson on "Cooking with Unusual
Vegetables and Fruit" at the April
meeting of Wadesboro Homemakers Club held at Christopher's. She made a -fruit salad
and brought it to the meeting for
the each to sample.
The devotion was given by
Ann Darnell. Each one answered
the roll call" with _a flower or
shrub she plans to plant this year.
Martha .Butterworth gave the
blessing.

Six members planned to attend
the Southern Woman's Show at
Nashville, Tenn., and two members will attend the state meeting
in Louisville.
Other .members present were
Ruby Burchett, Pawnee Bedwell,
Elaine Collins, LaVerne Hardie,
Elaine 'Jones, Della Outland,
Grace Parker and Erprna Lou
Albin.
The club v.ill meet Tuesilay,
May 9, at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade:

Ladies plan golf, bridge
Ladies of Murray Country
Club will have activities on Wednesday, May 10.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. For reservations or cancellations call Eva Morris.
Golf will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Betty Stewart and Margaret Shuffett as hostesses.
Those not listed in .the lineup
but desiring to play may come
'and be paired at the tee. If a person is unable to play, please call
one of the hostesses.

Bookmobile
stops listed
be Bookmobile oh Calloway
County Public Library has scheduled runs on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, May 9, 10 and
11.
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile
librarian, has released her schedule as follows:
Tuesday
First Step Learning Center, Miller
Eunice Miller, and West View

Monday, May 8
Prepar•d Childbirth -Class 7
p m /Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
AA and Al-Anon closed discussion
meeting'8 p mi/American Legion Building, South Sixth and Maple Streets
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314
PAL (Purchase AIDS Link) Support
Group/7 p m./Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.- Info/1-502-444-2685
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky Self-Help Group, 7
p.m./basement classroom. Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah
Tuesday, May 9
Kirksey-area Senior Citizens 11
a.m./Kirksey United Methodist Church
to carpool to Ouilters Museum.
Paducah.
Social Security representative.10 30
a.m.-12:30 p m. Calloway County
Public Library
Murray Stat Chapter No 433 Order
of the Eastern Star.7 30 p m Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and womeni2 p m Calloway
County Public Library
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)'7 pm /Chamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Pamela
753-8863
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents aria Twos.9 30
`a.rri., Story Rour710 30 i rn
Wadesboro Homemakers Club 11
a miSirloin Stockade
Cardiac Support - Group. 10
a.m./Board Room of Murray -..Cat;oway
County Hospital Info.,762-1170
Alzheimer's Disease Educational
Support- Group.'4 30 p m -cafeteria private dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Info 753-5561 or
762-1100.
Murray-Calloway County Snared
Care Adult Day Center open 7 30
a m.-4 pm Info.7530575
Bingo/7 p m 'Knights of Coiumbus
budding,
Coffee Brealc9 30 a rn Marlin s
Chapel United Methoctst Cnirch
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kent..,:ky #34
at 7 p m..First Presbyterian Criurcn
Hardin TOPS Chapter
pin Hardin
Library. Info. 1-527-7095
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Shaley Baird,
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The lineup is as follows:
Tee 1 - Peggy Shoemaker. Patty
Claypool, Anna Mary Adams, Ann
Brown;
Tee 3 - Norma Frank, Billie Wilson.
Nancy Haverstock, Rowena Cullom.
Tee 4 - Faira Alexander. Leesa
Carver, Martha Ryan, Frances Richey;
Tee 5 - Edith Garrison, Joanne
Kumpfer. Bed} Belote. Betty Silt.'
Tee 6 - Barbara Grey. Billie
Cohoon, Freda Steely, Margaret
Shuffett;
Tee 7 - Rainey Apperson, Toni Hopson, Cathryn Garrott, Rebecca
Landolt;
Tee 8 - Venala Sexton, Evelyn
Jones, Frances Hulse, Betty Stewart.
Tee 9 - Betty Jo Purdom, Diane Villanova, lnus Orr. Betty Lowry.

Winners of play on Wednesday, May 3, have been released
by Martha Ryan and Venela Sexton, hostesses, as follows: .
Championship flight - Betty Jo
Purdom, Mary' Bogard;
First flight - Sue Outland;
Seet‘nd flight - Edith Garrison,
Anrf Brown;
Third flight - Billie Wilson.
Rebecca Landolt tied;
Low putts - Veneta Sexton,
Frances Hulse tied.
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Quitting Business Sale

50%-70%

Off
Storeivide

Cash & Check Only

v

Court Square • Murray

Tax,- Taxes More Taxes To Build A
New Jail!! Who is Right???
Come Hear Panel Discussion
Question & Answers 0Y
Concerned Citizens of Calloway County
Tues., May 9th, 7.00 p.m
at The North Branch of
Peoples Bank Of Murray
Sponsored By
United We Stand America Calloway'

1.......................................
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\I INA-UE

Karnes, Tucker. Beach, and Henry
Thursday
Gallimore, West Hazel, Barb Tuck
or, and Nell Norsworthy.

Get Your FREE
Full Spinal Examination.

I
Marilyn's
CA

I

Gift Baskets I
I
Specializing in Prblessiortal.
Occupational and
pecial Occasion Baskets
Honor That Sprat! Person In -Your la*.
National Nurses Week May 6-12
Paducah Community College Nursing
Graduation May 8
Murray University Nursing Graduation
May 18
Mother's Day May 14
Send Your Child Teacher A,er Appreciation
Gift Basket

Manlvn Starnes Wafter. R N RSN
Owner
1-800-489-2022 .
15021 4894020
Delivered Acmes Town or Country

(NO OBLIGATION - NOillING TO

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES
1
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3
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low Back Pain
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Shoulder Pain
Arthritis
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111
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Pet Tips
Cat Safety
•Keep the cat indoors
•Protect it with an I.D. tag
•Vaccinate it against disease
•Spay or neuter to prevent overpopulation
•Remove or lock up harmful substances
•Groom regularly
•Keep screens on the windows
•Inspect toys for safety

Society celebrates 20 years
The Humane Society of Calloway County was founded by Keith
Heim, Jean Blankenship. Bob
Shroat and Carole Hahn. They
planned the first public meeting
which was held on April 29, 1975.
More than 50 enthusiastic people
came to that meeting. On June 30,
1975,bylaws were adopted,officers
elected and the Society was officially underway. The first president
was Richard Baker. Keith Heim
was vice president. One of the first
orders of business was trying to
improve the old county pound.
The present shelter was built by
the county and opened in May 1978.
The Society has operated the
shelter, under contract with the
county, ever since. It was operated
by volunteers working with staff

paid by the county and the society
until September 1994.
At that time, Marilyn Arcoli was
hired by the Society as the first paid
shelter director. She and her staff
have made many changes in both
the facility and operation to better
accommodate both people and animals.

Calloway County Judge/Executive J.D. Williams takes
Animal Shelter and spend time with the animals.

Throughout these 20 years, the
Humane Society of Calloway
County has pursued a broad-based
program including animal werfare,
prevention and investigation of
cruelty, humane education and operation of the shelter to care and
seek homes for the many unwanted
animals of Calloway County.
Much remains to be done. Will
you help?

Phone
The Animal Shelter:
this number for inform;
adopting animals.
The Humane Society
(502) 492-8838 — Cal
mation about the societ
events or volunteerinE

The next time you go to the animal shelter operated by the Humane Society of
Calloway County, take a look at the quilt on the wall. It was made by society
volunteer Lois Ruiz to help recognize and remember the animals that have
found new homes through the shelter. Ruiz presented It to the shelter In
January and dedicated it to the memory of her five departed pets.

riggi

Volunteers C;
la Speed an

Murray Animal Hospital
Office Hours
By Appointment
502-753-2088
NEW LOCATION
1601 College Farm Road
Murray
0
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Ladies Fine Apparel
305 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7441
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Jack & Benita Covey
Owners
2513 Coldwater Rd.
753-6756
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Please Support
The Humane Society.

Dr. Noel Thomas
• Dr. Bob Salley
Bernard and • Dr. Don Fickey
• Dr. Damon Eastwood

—Thank You—
"::‘,
Jr

Susan Kane

VETERINARY
MEDICAL
CENTER
Jeannine M. Buchanan, D.V.M.
715 S 12th • Murray • 753-7011

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Terry & Karen Isaacs - Owners
201 S. 3rd St.

753-2411

Warner
Veterinarg Clinic

P‘tSlIt%°C

91.

"
k

Q.1

Johnny Robinson Rd. 7534749

0t PortraitS
By

753-3213

Please support the b,
that helped sponsor ti

753-7050

OAKWOOD STUDIO

153-1423
111(111Sll'illl

Road - Murray

We are proud to support
the Humane Society!
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Westside Veterinary Service

Pet Sitting

•House Sitting

Call Shawn Maxwell-753-6147
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An tertalS Week
Opportunities available through
the Humane Society
•PAWS (Pets Are Wonderful Society) — for
students in grades 3-8. Outings, pet therapy
trips, activities and events for kids and their pets.
•Pet Therapy — visits to residents of nursing
homes with pets. It makes a wonderful
difference to the seniors and the therapy team
too.
."Humanely Speaking" — a regular column in
The Murray Ledger & Times. New writers are
always needed.
•Paw Prints — The society newsletter. Writers
and photographers are welcome.
•Committees — Public Relations, Education,
Shelter, Fundraising and more.
•Volunteering — Such _things_ a.s_ walking.
animals other shelter chores, helping with the
yard sale or holiday bazaar. There's always lots
to do.

xecutive J.D. Williams takes time to visit the newly-redecorated
Id time with the animals.

Phone Numbers
e Animal Shelter: (502) 759-4141 — Call
number for information about the shelter or
)pting animals.
e Humane Society of Calloway County:
12) 492-8838 — Call this number for infortion about the society such as meeting times,
!nts or volunteering.

Spencer was adopted by Marsha Horihan in Fe'iruary.
Calloway County Animal Shelter Director Marilyn Arcoli presents Doxie
to Tommy Turner.

Volunteers Carrie Dube, left, Tra Carter, center, and shelter worker Darla Speed are pictured with some of the animals from the shelter.

••

0th

Household Hazards
-Poisonous plants
-Electric cords
•Open windows
•Feet
•Tangly things
•Sharp and swallowable things
-Stoves and heaters
-Open containers of water

Pets Are Wonderful...
Adopt One Today.

Compliments of..
Kelvin York and Keith York

Blalock-Coleman Amk • Murray
Funeral Horne. Inc.

Birthday!!

713 South 4th St.

port the businesses
V sponsor these pages

For every person that is born, 15
dogs and 45 cats are born. Pet
overpopulation is a big problem.
Please spay or neuter your dogs and
cats.
Pets need: food, shelter, grooming, water, training, health and
safety, exercise and, most importantly, LOVE.

INAPAO Auto Parts
Hwy. 641 North • 753-4424

753-6800

Keep Up The Good Work.
We Support You All The Way.

West Kentucky Properties

Stephen Durbin
Principal Broker
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Be Kind To Animals —
They're Our Friends Too.

Find A
New Best
Friend
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Today's Sports

Sports News
MARIETTA, Ga (AP) — Atlanta Braves manager
Bobby Cox was charged with simple battery for
allegedly punching his wife and pulling her hair during
a domestic dispute, Cobb County police said today
Cox, 53, was arrested about 10 15 pm Sunday at his
home

Sligians

• BASEBALL. Calloway at neatn — 4 30
• SOFTBALL: Tilghman at Calloway — 4 30
Murray at St Mary — 4 45
• TENNIS: Callcway at Mayfield — 4
Murray at Tilghman — 4

Miller's bombs drop Knicks

STEVE
PARKER
Sports Editor

Knicks let late
lead slip away

Racer fans
bid adieu
to stranger
in blue

By BILL BARNARD
AP -Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — John
Starks blew it. Patrick Ewing and
Anthony Mason did, too.
Whether the New York Knicks
are chokers are not — and
Reggie Miller isn't saying — it
was Miller who was behind a
shocking comeback by the Indiana Pacers and a 107-105 playoff
victory Sunday.

After two hours of Racer
basketball banquet splendor,
two notable figures were among
the six people lingering in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
Representing the old and the
new, the past and the present,
Scott Edgar and Mark Gottfried
stood toe-V-toe in the emptying
halt and
Edgar, wearing his blue Racer sport coat and a Duquesne
watch, was filling Gottfried in
on the inner workings of Racer
basketball and wishing him
well. Edgar's final words were:
"Anything I can do to help, call
me. No matter how small, call
me."
That brief exchange was
Edgar at his best.
Though sincere and honest in
his farewell speech during the
banquet, just like on his TV
show or radio show, it's afterwards, in a near-empty arena
where Scott Edgar opened himself up and let you in.
An intense, driven personality kept Edgar either in Racer
Arena with his team or at home
with his family. There wasn't
time to schmooz at the local.
eatery or speak at the civic
group meetings.
When Edgar was hired in
1991 to replace Steve Newton,
he was 'asked to continue the
success, and hopefully, take it
to the next level. In short, be a
coach, not a p.r. guy.
He arrived as a noted recruiter, and that's where he
excelled. But his ability .on the
sidelines shouldn't be overshadowed either.
Looking back, past the 79
wins, the three OVC titles and
FINAL FAREWELL: Former
the two coach of the year
Curtis Center Ballroom. Edgar,
awards, there are perhaps Au()
defining moments in Edgar's
four-year career at MSU.
Hi-s only two, NCAA
appearances.
In the 1992 matchup vith
Arkansas, Edgar spread the
Racers out, slowed the Hogs
and left Popeye Jones to roam
in the middle of the court. It
unsettled the Razorbacks most
of the game. until the Racers
By FRED GOODALL
ran out Of gas.
AP Spor:s Wr.ter
in the recent 1995 NC AA
ORLANDO. Fla. (AP)
matchup with Dean Smith's
Michael
Jordan dribbled into1 the
North Carolina Tar Heels.
lane
with
thefl clock run ing
Edgar turned the Racers loose
down. soared above the d ender
and forced the Tar Heels to plaN
lust
alwos and suddenly —
his tempo in the first half Carshockingly
for the Chicago Bulls
olina players, which turned the
changed
his mind.
ball over a then season-high 18
"He
must
has
e seen something.
times, said MSU was the qui6C1 didn't." said Orlando's 5:1;k
team
est
they'd faced all
Anderson.
season.
"Michael's going to make that
Though both games resulted
shot nine out of 10 times." added
in losses — 11 and 10 points
.an equally surprised Anferenee
respectively — they reflect
liardayyay. "This time he Just
Edgar's goal: to turn the Racer
didn't take it We were_ lucky."
program into a press.ingr upThe man Klio has won so many
tempo style.
games for the Bulls during a brilIn short, he tOok Newton's
liani arecrhe-tvlaunched with 17
players and won an OVC title
ganics lett An the regular 'season,
walking; and then this year, he
----let one AT-away ,S-undaytook his players and on on the
Jordan un. harjiteristically
run.
committed
two turnovers an the
Edgar, in a sense, is a paralast 10 se.onds. setting up-a dunk
• dox. While his cold stare and
by former teammate Horace
Grant and two free throws by
• See Page 9
Hardaway that sealed the Magic's
94-91 s tor in the opening

The Pacers trailed 105-99
when Greg Anthony hit two free
throws for the Knicks with 18
seconds remaining. Maybe 999
times out of a thousand, that
would be it. Game over.
But Miller's 3-pointer with 16
seconds left gave the Pacers a
breath of life, and Mason kept the
miracle alive by double-clutching
the inbounds pass as Anthony fell
down. Then Mason tossed it right
to Miller, who stepped back for
another 3-pointer, this one at the
13-second mark.
Suddenly, shockingly, it was
tied. But the Knicks weren't
through making mistakes.

Starks was fouled immediately
after the inbounds pass following
Miller's second 3-pointer, but he
missed both free throws. Ewing
rebounded the second miss and
missed the follow shot.
Miller was there for this
rebound, and when he was fouled
with 7.5 seconds left, he didn't
miss the free throws, giving
Indiana a 107-105 edge.
With no timeouts left, Anthony
stumbled again making a move
with the ball, and now the game
was really over, giving the Pacers
a 1-0 lead going into Tuesday
night's second game of the Eastern Conference semifinals.

When Miller, who finished
with 31 points, left the court, he
yelled, "Choke Artists! Choke
Artists!"
Although he was more diplomatic in the postgame press conference, the Knicks were not
denying they deserved it.
"I'll take all the blame on my
shoulders," said Starks, who led
New York with 21 points. "I had
a chance to ice the game with
two free throws, and I didn't do
it.,,
"We have nobody to blame
but ourselves," Knicks coach Pat
Riley said. "We are totally disgusted by how we finished that

STEVE PARKER/Ledger 8 'Times photo

Murray State coach Scott Edgar, left, jokes with a Racer fan atter Sunday's MSU Basketball Banquet
in the
who led MSU to three OVC titles, became the head coach at Duquesne on April 4.
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Magic escape with win
game of the Eastern Conference
with, 26 points, including 12 of
semifinal series at Orlando
16 free throws, and 12 rebounds.
Arena.-•
Anderson scored 20 while guardEven more ,startling, though, ing Jordan for most of the 40
was Jordan passing up the potenminutes he played.
tial 'game-winning shot: And that
"Whenever I go against
pass. poorly thrown because its
Michael,
it's just another opporintended target also thought Jortunity to showcase what I can
dan was going to shoot —
do," said Anderson.
glanced off Scottie Pippen's right
"He's a guy you're not going
hand out of bounds with 1.5 secto stop. My whole thing was to
onds left.
"I'm not going to sit here and just try to contain him and contry to make excuses," said Jor- test every shot. I think I did a
dan, held to 19 points on 8-for-.22 good job of that. -Mc going
against the greatest . offensive
shooting.
_.:71 had an .opportunity to- win - player _c_v_er _to, play. the gamer-if. !the game. ..,. I could have shot could just contain him and. hold
him down, that's good 'enough for
the ball, hut Scottie was wide
me."
open. I threw it kind of hard and
behind him, and he never really
Andersod went one better.
had an opportunity to catch the - With 18 seconds left and
the
ball."
Bulls leading 91-90, Chicago
Shaquille• O'Neal led Orlando
coach Phil Jackson did the

expected, putting the ball, arid the
game, in Jordan's hands. He
expected the Magic to foul in
hopes that missed free throws
would give them a chance to tie
or regain the !cad.
Instead, Anderson chased down
Jordan from behind pftcr an
inbounds pass, tipped the ball to
Hardaway, who took off the other
way and fed Grant for a dunk
over Toni Kukoc with 6.2 seconds to go. Chicago called time
out, setting up the surprising
sequence that finished the game.
"I'll take the blame just as I
would take the credit," Jordan
said. "When you're team captain,
the game's in your hands and
you're not able to deliver, it's
disappointing."
The victory was a confidence
booster for the young Magic, who
had the best record in the Eastern
Conference this season, yet came
into this series as underdogs to
the Bulls, seeking a fourth NBA
title in five years.

FIRST ROUND
(Best of 5)
Sunday, May 7
Houston.
95
Utah.
91
(Houston wins series 3 2)
• .• • •
CONFERENCE SEMIFINALS
(Best of 7)
Saturday, May 6
San-Antonio.
110
L.A. Laker*
94
(San Antonio leads series 1 0)
Sunday, May 7
Indiana.
107
New York
105
(Indiana leads series 1 0)
Orlando
94
Chicago
91
(Orlando leads series 1 0)
Monday, May 8
LA Lakers at San Antonio. 7 pm
(TNT)

STARS
— Reggie Miller, Pacers, had 31.
points, including two 3-pointers inthe final 18 seconds, as Indiana beat
New- York--4O5-99 in Game--1 of the
Eastern Conference semifinal series
— Hakeem Oliquwon and Clyde
Drexler, Rockets, had 33 and 31
points, respectively. as Houston beat
Utah 95-91 to win their best of 5
Western 'Conference playoff 'series
3-2.

*******NEW LOCATION!*******
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NBA PLAYOFFS

For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Gbwnpr5 Gerrald Boyd and Ponnre Melon

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENVILLE — Murray's.
boys finished third at the Marshall County Twilight Relays Friday while Calloway's girls
wound up seventh and the Murray girls took 10th.
Murray's boys wound up with
48 points. Fort Campbell finished
atop the nine-team field with 114
points while Clarksville Northwest, Tenn., was second at '76.
Murray won the shot put, with
a team distance of 85-4; took second in the discus at •255-3; was
second in the 4x100 varsity relay
at 43.4; and took third in the
4x100 freshman relay (48.9), the
4x200 relay (1:34) and the 4x400
freshman relay (4:03.6). •
On the girls side, Calloway finishcd with 16 team points while
Murray had five'. Daviess County
won the girls ccfrnperition. Which
included Hums, with 84 points
while Henderson County had 741.
Calloway and Murray will host
a six-team meet at Murray State's
Stewart Stadium Tuesday at 4
p.m. Other team scheduled to
compete include Mayfield, Henry
County (Tenn.), Fulton County
and Lone Oak.
• See Page 9

Compare Our
Price & Coverage

*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Corwuter Balance

IN See Page 9

Murray
third at
Marshall

Jordan's errors cost Bulls

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES

game. If we ever had a big game
in our lives, Tuesday night is it."
This wasn't the first time that
Miller's fourth-quarter shooting
deflated the Knicks in a playoff
game. A year ago, Miller scored
25 points in the fourth quarter as
Indiana took a 3-2 lead in the
conference finals, but New York
can find some solace that the
Knicks won the last two games
and the series.
"When you're down six 'with
15-20 seconds left, it doesn't
look good," Miller said. "But
you can never give up."

Ronnl• Rosa & Danny Rosa
Offic• Hours: Mon.-Frl. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

600 Main St

753-0489

Across from the YMCA
Between LA Optical & Animal Hospital
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Tucker wins playoff
at Oaks tournament
Scott Tucker defeated Terry
Butler on the fourth playoff
hole to win the championship
flight of the 1995 Oaks Country
Club Spring Championship this
weekend. Greg Cohoon won the
first flight, Tim Philpot won the
second flight and Joey Williams
won the third flight.
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UK players to appear in Hopkinsville
HOPKINSV1LLE - Several former University of Kentucky
basketball players will take part in an exhibition game Saturday at Christian County High School at 7 p.m.
Players scheduled to appear include Chris Harrison and
Andre Riddick from this year's squad and former players
Richie Farmer, Deron Feldhaus, Scan Woods, Dale Brown,
Ed Davender and Reggie Hanson. Also, former Cats and current NBA players Rex Chapman and Kenny Walker may also
appear.
The players will have an autograph session from 6 to 7
p.m. and again from 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. (following the game).
The price of admission is $5 at the door.

Carolina's Stackhouse heads to NBA
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BASEBALL
Calloway County dropped two
of three games in Missouri over
the weekend.
On Friday, the Lakcrs topped
New Madrid County Central 7-0.
Sam Arnett, Josh McKeel and
Ray Stone were all 2-for-3. Scan
Waller was the winning pitcher.
Calloway then dropped a pair
of games Saturday,-falling 8-7 to
Sikeston and 8:2 to Kelly.
Sikeston hit the Lakers up for
six runs in the •first two innings
on four Calloway errors, two
walks and two hits. After Calloway tied the game in the sixth,
Sikeston brought home the winning run in the seventh... Jay
Herndon was the losing pitcher.
Kelley scored all eight of its
runs .in the third and fourth
innings. Ray Stone was the losing
pitcher.
Calloway (13-9) plays at Heath
today at 4:30.
'Pairings for next week's district baseball tournament at Ty
Holland Field have been
announced. On Monday, Calloway will face Mayfield at 4:30
and Murray will face Marshall
Tuesday at 4:30. The championship game will be next Thursday
Nay 18), also at 4:30.
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(502) 753-6111
1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray
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SWEEPSTAKES

!Pi 3

Pir_JOhl 1.11 :1JI 1 UthiJr.
r
r

I

MUNCH
AND MORE!

Channel

SCOREBOARI)

FROM PAGE 8

Murray Cablevision
f?PgIsivt At

Sponsored By

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (next to Mc)miald
Good service, 769.98"

good akerage,
good price
That's
State Farm
insurance.

406 S. 17.1to St:
1 Ike A good oeightlor,

State Farm Is 'here
SW* farm etsurance Companies
Home Offices HIOUrnongro Iknog

Boston
Nee York

Toronto
Baltimore '
Detroit
1APeraukse
Cleveland
Kansas City
kennesola
Chicago

A rn•rican Leogurk
Few Division
W I. Pct. G13
7 4 636
7- .4 636
6 5 545 1
5 6 ,. 455 2
3 8 273 4
Central Division
W
8
3

Pd.
727

6 4 600
6 4 600
4 7 364
2
0
200
Wool Division
W I Pet
Seattle
7 3 700
6 5 545
Oakland
4 7 364
Texas
4 7 364
Sunday's Game*
Cleveland IO. Ixennesois 9 17 Innings
Boston t2. Detroit I
Belem.. 6. Toronto 2

GB

-14
14
4

5.
GB

14
3.
34

kekvauke• B. New York 1
Kansas City 7. Chicago 5
Oakland B, Texas 6
,Seettle 3. Cakloin.a 2
ilondsy's Games
Kansas City (Appiei 30) at Cleveland (Clerk I 0).
605 p m
Minnesota (klahomes 00) al Chicago ffeenander
04. 7 05 p m
Tees IParlk 0-4 at Oakland (Darling 0.-1). 905

m

•

• Only Rams scheduled

HiTiw OpaND

Netwnel league
Fast Ownwon

MAJOR LEAGUES
Ph ladettliia
Atlanta
Montreal '
New York
F londa

Ctincago
Houston
St LOUIS

• 1
F,

Oct

4
7
C•n17•I 0.v.70n
VI

0*1

WiA-

It Doesn't Take
A Lot Of TIME
or MONEY To
.Drive One Of America's I
Favorite
\ Trucks!
4

GB

4,

I ORD

PIIIst7.70
C•nonnal,

MUCK

A
W•111 01.8.011
W

I

San
6
4
Cokirado
a
Lot. Angeles
4
San Diego
4
5
Sunder • Gamer.
Philadelphia 5 Ariar.ia 4
Montreal r hr la 1
Pitteturvii 4 C.,- aIi. 1

PC1
cf.:
6.16.
51A

GB

lii

C.nrInnan A No. /-,,17
SI 7 .7,6 fi 717)..c7
OS
San F ,anr,w,7 1 1 7,a,, ',14,

illondsy•
. Gaines
linotton Kile 1 t i at
13 m
lords WIt 0;') at
Vat,
'
m_
Philadelph.a VOW
at Ai.,
6 40 p rn
.
Chicago (Bolinger I ri.
705 pm
Los Angeles likatarrnici CI at Su' -, •
905 pm
Oily games 24 toduloci

YOUR CAREFREE
VACATION
STARTS HERE
OIL CHANGE.SPECIAL
Includes 5 quarts O
Oil, Filter, Lube, Check All Fluid
Levels, Belts, Hoses, Tire Pressure and Visual Tire
Check For Defects.

eat
the

FROM PAGE 8
menacing voice portray 111111
be from the Bobby K night
Coaching School, he's one of
the more compassion:do peiTle
you'll ever meet.
▪
No coach
much, and no team cycr plaN,c(I
harder for their coaLli than the
Racers.
Say what you will ;I 1)7 III
Scott Edgar on his way tiut
town, but don't say anything
unless you truly know him. And
SO few people in this column,
ty really knew him

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. (AP) - All-America forward Jerry
Stackhousc was expected to follow North Carolina teammate
Rasheed Wallace's lead today, giving up his final two years
of eligibility to enter the NBA draft.
The university called a news conference for today, saying
Stackhouse and
discuss the. _player's
. coach Dean
_ _Smith would
_
future.
Stackhouse led .the Tar Heels in scoring last season with
19.2 average. He shot 51.7 percent from the field and averaged 8.2 rebounds.
Newspapers reported that Stackhousc was • basing his decision on his mother's ill health, Wallace's departure Thursday
and a possible rookie salary cap.

Offer Geod Thru May 31, 1995

31

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

•Racer ...

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

1

"Tae Kwon Do is the best
thing I've ever done
for my child!"

Award winners from Sunday's MSU Basketball Banquet were itront row.
from left) Vincent Rainey. Dick Cunningham Rebounding Award, William
Moore, Bennie Purcell Assist Award. Jeff Martin Award. Marcus Brown.
Joe Fulks MVP Award. Howard Crittenden F I Award. Ract)r Huclin
Award; (back) Jarrod Martin. Scholar Athlete Award. Fred Walker. Gor
mil Beshear Defensive Award. Kenneth Taylor. Forn Moran MOSI
geous Award

1995 FORD RANGER XLT
-Standard Drivers Air Rag
-Air Conditioning

q 95

AIR CONDITIONING SPECIAL
--Offer Good Thru May 31, 1995
Entire system machine checked for performance. Entire system checked for leaks.

•AM/f- lisol Stereo Cassette/Clock
-Tinted Glass
-P225/70RX 14
-Power Steering
-Chrome Rear Step Bumper
-Sliding Rear Window

Monthly t ease Payment (24 mos i

'197 71 -

Ref ,nriabie Security Deposit

'200.00

.Y.., 'owe
Down Payment S'
$,SO 0.':, -......stor-ie, ,.-asr

"
.150 00

Tota flash Due at tease Inception

'1,547 71

rota

'4,745.04

'ount of Pktio '• y Payments

Total Price

A Red Carpet Lease Makes Sense

$3695

•f ord Auto Club Mertir)or,.h 1,
24 hour roadside assisIance
- Custom travel planning
24 hour toll free assistance

Includes 1 lb.
Freon if needed.

tt't yoar16,0(X.r,e r) ,
'per to bumr,a•
warranty
-Pay only for what you use t two
years worth

ins

Ell

ALL GAS WILL BE SOLD
AT SELF SERVE.PRICES
WITH FULL SERVICE

'See you,des*"tor•cagy a/ the Iniled rowan)!" ease tiny's.,r a New
44.0 Ian ,roc
itarygia t.' •••••"Nay cava •co apiwr"
obligated to purchase Bet vehtlie a *MA end at epic.% 43 re new"owl let' ...it deem, ar ease as, • .4 asses405
s itraxiirstes er..Aiss wear ard 01.1' 4In0 "
""dkoguriPo I, n.io
ovr
C0014
•
'
,'0 cn.giatlYwai arid os .iabonv sa derwriiritran tiy ord C-iedo emus parwent
14•oboe
lite 'Axes and loony.
Puas T g,sanaw lease terms you TA,tales now vent* rulas renwer ovarn dear wore by Sii30,95 'ore
4,1441
1400.16
'Alan duo at ease rtrAirecOr
•
'
,
Unit,• Wass payment ; ore pay newt* ot 622' 39 we inc,..de P.9 Kw.t,lio tax% ..exens• ass ovemoxy hie

FORD
Cs=i)

Offer Good Thru May 31, 1995

-see

Us Below }bit Him Or Lerise

MERCURY

Parker Ford 7.7Lincoln-Mercury

•.•
4
.0

LINCOLN

West Main Citgo
1417 West Main

753-259:1

701 Main Street

Murray,

Ky.

t

(502) 753-5273

••,
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CIISYSIFIEDS
060

060

Pre-Season
Pool Passes
Now On Sale
At Murray
Calloway
County
Park Office at
& Payne St.
762-0325
For Information

FOR a special Mother's
Day gift, give that over
worked stressed out mom a
Massage To You gift corgi,cate for an hour to relax and
rejuvenate Call Dave Estes LMT, at Massage To
You 753-3801. P S.
Father's Day is just wound
the corner!
MRS. Teresa Psychic
Reader & advisor. A true
born pyschic, gifted from
God. 502-554-7904 call for
appointment.

Niop
Wenist

Lifeguards

ROOM AT 'THE TOP

Applications are
being accepted at
the Murray Calloway County Park
Office for lifeguards. Deadline:
May 10th.
Phone Park Office
762-0325
for information.

Due to corwserry promotions.2
apenirws exist nos in the loot
branch el &Fortune 500 Com
pany. N wilected. you wet be
given a minimum al 2 weeks
111030111111 paid chiseroom train
ing plus on-the-lob training
We provide carpels own
pany Ninnies, rtoSor modes&
dental end a cortatiotti foto.
men( program. Your slatting
Income will be 5400-$500 Per
week. seporiaing upon ability
and queens:aeons. All prom
alms based on mart. A01
seniority. To be accepted, you
need a parsers personality.
be whitlow, have a 12th
grade education or boner and
be free to suirl work immedi•
Orly We we pwilculwly
wrested in Was. with leerier
she)ability veto are looking tor
a genuine career opportunity
For a oOnklowitisi Interview

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern 2"1"
Baptist Schoolt,

OPEN FALL 1995

DENTAL Hygentst wanted
,or office in Murray Call Dr
David Fitch 502-753-8368

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for S175 a month
(paid in advance).
gate Effective ArYll 1 , 1995

Call 753-1916 for details.
•

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68 - 12 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

Open Weekdays
4-9 p.m.
Closed Wednesday
Sunday 11 a.m -8 p.m.
Sun. Special 11 am.- 3 p.m.
4.95 plus drink

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
Al! Medicare Supplement Policies
are now standardized into 10 plans
offering different levels of benefits. We
can write 7 of the plans on an almost
guaranteed issue- and the policies will
be issued at the lowest available proin i urn
We represent 7 A Nl. Best A- or A.
rated compacies to give you the best
possible_ rates and service
•
Please give us a call for a rate quote

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753.4199

Nationwide

1.800.455-4199

DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the future and help to get a solid
career? We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am 3 00pm
This protect is funded by
the Job Training Partnership Act through the Ken
tucky Department for Employment Services and the
West Kentucky Private Industry Council This is an
Equal Opportunity program Auxiliary aids and sec
vices are available upon
request to individuals with
disabilities
DRIVEFLOTR 8 needed
immediately' New pay increase' (Min 2 yrs OTR
exp req ) Call Ron Bruner
800 998 9009 Crete Carrier Corp Easy Trucking
Co EOE
EARN $1000'S WEEKLY
STUFFING ENVELOPES
AT HOME START NOW
NO EXPERIENCE FREE
SUPPLIES, INFORMA
TION, NO OBLIGATION
SEND SASE TO STERLING DEPT 33, PO BOX
149167, ORLANDO, FL
32814
EXPERIENCED bulldozer
operator Must be willing to
work flexible hours doing
farm related fobs CDL is
preferred but not required
Wages relative to expen
ence Reply to P0, Box
617. Murray, Ky 42071
EXPERIENCE cook Apply
in person at Martha's, 1407
N 12th St
FULL 8 part time positions
now available at Subway
Please apply in person at
SutAvay Sandwiches, 508
N 12th St. Murray. Ky
HELP wanted Closers,
front end back line, full
time Apply 2-6pm at Arby's
Restaurant
'AAURRAY Christian
Academy is accepting ap
plications for teachers
grades K-6 Call 759 1555
for application.
SAFETY adviSors,
$2150/por mo Company
will train call Mon Fri
only
9am 1pm
615-399-8269

RESIDENTIAL Assistant &
subs for the Murray & Mayfield area Applicants need
to be mature adults with
experience working with individuals with mental
retardation/developmental
disabilities who have challenging behaviors. Shift
work evenings, nights,
weekend High school diploma or GED required
Send resume to P 0 Box
322, Benton, KY 42025
(please reference the area
and position in which you
are applying)
WANTED Strawberry pick
ers 50e qt 753 0195

I WILL sit with elderly anytime Call 753-4590 for
information
PROFESSIONAL couple
seeks nanny to provide
care for one child 4 days a
week Full time position
Call (901)593 5005 before
6pm or(901)593 5086 after
6pm
RELIABLE couple, Murray
area will housesit, summer
1995 References, offer de
posit 502-762-6579 or
502 753-4161

Save on top quality shrubbery, trees,
annual flowers and vegetable plants.
We're open late
Hours:
M-F 4:00-7:30 p.m.; Wed. 3:30-6 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Wiswell Rd past SW school, turn right at 4way stop, 3rd house on left. Watch for sign'
Owners Chad* Ghsson & Angie (I',wean) Gksson

_ 753-6773 after 3:30 for Information

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
We offer all your tobacco
firing wood needs.
Just Call

JSP Wood Products
We Can Savo You Money
With The Best Prices Around.

Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Frl. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Anytime By Appointment
t

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your privacy and year around convenience.

EMERSON ELECTRIC
COMPANY
In Paris, Tennessee, is accepting app1ications
Monday thru Friday (8,00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.)thru
the Employment Security Office on Mineral
Wells Avenue. i:kpplications will also be taken
at the Plant, 1600 Industrial Park Road,(South
Guard Station) Monday thru Friday (8:00
a.m.-3:00 pm.) Applicants must be willing to
work any shift.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
124 Sic

161

Business

'i ,ii

I
iSopliell ii leeith•rii..
Pwalfh.00' in We1It'01

./
A.,nnakc 4014! 5r.r0r1,•,

tflitliP1014 I'S

MI' ft tlir

NURSING ASSISTANTS: Full-lime day
shit positions available in our Long Term
Care Unit Part-time positions on days and
afternoons are also available Certthcatron
as a nursing assistant required.

or

details t mita(

NIl:RRAY
CALL(MAY
coularn'
I*NITA&

k

\
N.11/sck,

(502) 71;2

ttlih

1319

'
,•;11'l.Ir

•

kt•lo tit kN, 1.'071

in response to existing and -anticipated employment opportunities,
applications are now being accepted for production operator positions on
the following shifts:
• 12 hour swing (extended hours v. ith lots of oft time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday -Fritia . First/Se,ondlThrd
• 4 hour fixed (Monday -Friday. 9 a in 1 p
p m 10 p.m. I
Starting pay talcs arc $5.59
12 Ilkrur%.ork schedules and $5.10 for 8
andA hour. Positions leading 10 lei:II ha full lime employment offer a top
pay rate of 58 5/4 plus a comprehensive bench' pack age
If you've got what it lakes to. work sA ith the viorlirs hest toymakers, please
contact:
Murray Froplo)ment Agvricy
Siiiith%Ide Shopping Center

filq

An, I u,is:

759-2150
I F,111,,,,er, %.t

'I

•

NEW metal siding 8 roofing Cover 36'cut to length
in 10 colors, galvanized
and galvalume Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489-2722 or
489-2724

A VERY pretty sofa, ma
dium blue with design Only
2yrs old If call and no
answer leave number on
answering machine and I
will return call 753-2568
165

Ii

2
ii

4

Antiques
QUALITY walnut chairs,
tables, secretaries, bedroom suites, loveseat, dining room table & chairs,
sideboard, halltrees
others 753-5940 for
appointment

/ ALPINE

PAY PHONE
ROUTE

•)
°Cldbid
(
C6Ciakee

50 Local
Established Sites
Earn $1500 wkly
Open 24 hrs.

Tapes
CM
4C Ilk IF.. .091"
10110
Car Audio
Sumet Boulevard Alusie

Clarion'

Call 1.800-866-4588

Dixieland Center
486SX 20MHZ SVGA MO
NITOR 130 MegHD, 2
Mega Ram. windows, Lo
tus 1,2.3. Microsoft word for
windows & more. $550
489 2705

753-0113

Tobacco Workers Needed
7-1-95 — 9-30-95
7-1-95 — 10-1-95
6-15-95 — 10-15-95
7-7-95 — 10-1-95
75% time guarantee, all tools provided.
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing,$5.47/hr.
- setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

COMPUTER SALESSERVICE- TRAININGHAWKINS RESEARCH.
753-7001..
FAST 386DX40mhz
SVGA monitor, 170
MegHD, 4 Meg Ram,
printer, Word Perfect 5 1
, windows, Lotus 123, $500
in software, modem
$1.300 obo 753 4818

Tobacco Workers Needed

LOOK FOR HAWKINS
RESEARCH IN THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING
CENTER THIS MAY.

7-15-95 — 9-30-95
6-20-95 — 1-16-96
7-1-95 — 2-1-96
7-4-95 — 12-16-95
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local recruiting area, transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2 contract met.
$6.00/hr. - cutting/housing,$5.47/hr.
- setting/stripping. Contact local State
Employment Service Office.

Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753-9433 day
or night
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pis
tots Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

Career Opportunity-

ULTRALIGHT airplane. 1
or 2 place, any condition
753 7581 after 5 30pm

Help Wanted
We are an equal opportunity employer
looking for individuals in the Murray area.

USED computer printer
753 8016

More specifically, we want persons who
have a strong desire to improve their
talent, abilities and income.

WANT to buy nice used gas
grill Call 759-2599

We offer the potential to:

150

Articles
For Salo

-Earn $3504400 week trainee
-Earn $550-$700 week 1st level management
-Fast advancement
-Work weekdays
-Work in recession free industry

1977 DODGE van, good
work van, $1,000 Brown
tweed hide a bed couch,
$60 474-8534

Mr Nagel will be taking phone calls Mon.,
May 8 and Tues., May 9 between 9 a.m.-5'
p.m. Please call the Holiday Inn in Mayfield
at 502-247-3700 to set up an interview.
Not affiliated with Holiday inn.

AIR conditioner for sale,
21,000 BTU Quasar. $300
759 4557 after 6pm
AIR conditioner Frigidaire
17,500 BTU, $200 Amana
6,500 BTU, $100
489 2170

' NURSING OPPORTUNITIES
Henry County Medical Center, a dynamic,growth-oriented hospital invites
you to join a team of professionals who
are committed to providing highquality healthcare. With state-of-theart technology,. we are able to offer a
challenging work environment that will
allow you to realize your potential. We
have the following openings:

BOGARD Trucking and Ex
cavating Inc We haul top
soil, gravel fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
8 4pm, 753 2446
COMPLETE restaurant
equipment liquidation,
grills, fryers. ovens, tables,
chairs, salad bar, hot food
bars loads of small wares,
to many items to list, everything must go, no reasonable otter refused and no
checks Can be seen at the
Kentucky Maid Restaurant,
Hwy 68 8 641 Benton, KY
Us exit 47 off Parkway

Meci/Surg/Peds: RN's all shifts,
full time.
Surgery: RN
With Experience

CRAFTSMAN tools 1,000
piece set plus more, box
top and bottom, $3,000
value, will sell half price
obo 753 2609

Fisher-Price

Nom
Furolshiess

ORLANDO/Disney 4 hotel
nights, use anytime, paid
FOR sale pizza business
$300, sell
$99
equipment 8 stock, $2,800 502-329-0298
obo Call 437-3028 for
more info Includes gas PLANE ticket from Nashoven, new 80Ib grease trap ville to Detroit, $135
new sharp 10 compartment 762 6230
cash register

4x8 UTILITY trailer Call
759 1449 leave message

if4ir
pr. whirni;

160
Ardclea
For Sale

OFrof100101

1981 SUBARU .4sp, V8
FOitt automatic, 3'/. ton
truck, 390 engine • Call
759-0971 leave message if
not home

WAITRESS wanted days
only Hungry Bear Restaur
ant Apply in person

WANTED Resident Mana
gers Couples to love in very
nice homes in Murray, May
field 8 Paducah area to
care for youth with special
needs High school dip
loma or GED required
Room and board, benefits
competative salary and
training provided Send resume to P.O Box 322
Benton, KY 42025 Please
reference the area and pos
ilion in which you are
applying

TAKING reservations for
summertime daycare, ages
5 9yrs, kids will learn first
aid CPR 8 lots more Call
Toni Shands 492 6186

USED 250. OE 500 gallon
propane tank
Call
759 9752

WAITRESS dancers
wanted Doll Huse Cafe
Paris, TN 101 62 4297

WAITRESSES and
dancers for Club Treasures
of Martin TN excellent
earning potential, $500 .
weekly
Call David
901 588 1442

Domestic
I Childcare

1

CLEANING houses IS my
business Reliable and experienced, references Call
Linda 759-9553

Angie's Shrubs & Ideas

TAKING applications at
Breaktime Billards for part
time help Apply in person
759 9303
THE Murray Electric Sys
tern, an equal opportunity
employer, is now accepting
applications for Tree Trim
mer Assistant Applicant's
mu,st be 18 years ol age
and a local resident MES
otters a competitive salary,
and an excellent benefit
package Applications can
be obtained at the office at
4th 8. Olive from May 8
through May 12 1995 Office hours are from 8am till
5pm Experience is highly
desirable

150

070
DomostIc
Childcare

H.
Wanted

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed 1 WANTED Residential AsMon -Tues. Pizza, salads, sistants and
Subs for the
hot sandwiches, gyros 8
Murray, Mayfield 8 Padubread sticks Dine-in or cah area. Applicants need
No age limit to apply If
carry out 474-8119 or
to be mature adults with
your present policy is
1-800-649-3804
experience working with
over 10 years old, it
youth that have special
may not cover some of
060
Cell Darryl lierimen
needs Shift work evenings,
the newer treatments
Help
Mon. & Tues. only
nights and weekends. High
such as chemother10 sm.4 p.m.
Wanted
school diploma or GED reapy For free informs502-247-SM
quired Send resume to.
bon call
VEGAN Metal Fabricators, PC. Box 322, Benton, KY
Jerry McConnell
general laborers, mig wel- 42025. Please reference
Insurance
ders. Apply in person. the area and position in NO EXPERIENCE $500
753-4199
502-328-8980 call for which you are applying.
TO $900 WEEKLY/
'tree limit claim serytor
directions
POTENTIAL PROCESS
$600 PER WEEK WITH ING MORTGAGE RENO EXPERIENCE FUNDS OWN HOURS
PUBLIC NOTICE
NECESSARY! Now hiring (213)891-6026 EXT 1709
individuals interested in be- (24 HOURS)
The Murray Planning Commission will hold
coming PROFESSIONAL
• a public hearing on May 16, 1995 at 7:00
TRUCK DRIVERS with NO EXPERIENCE $500
p.m. in the Council Chambers, City Hall,
CARRIER PAID TRAIN- TO $900 WEEKLY/
of
this
The
purpose
207 S. 5th Street.
ING, See our representa- POTENTIAL PROCESShearing will be to review rezoning propertive Thursday, for more in- ING MORTGAGE RE
ties located on N. 7th Street between Olive
formation.
CALL FUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
and Chestnut Streets from R-3 (Multi1-800-467-3806.
(24 HOURS)
Family Residential) to R-2 (Single-Family
ARE you experiencing burn
Residential).
out Is you present income PART time gas station 8
adequate? Need more mo- car wash attendant, ap
All interested persons'are invited to attend
ney for retirement? Come proximately 28hrs per
and participate in this meeting.
to Shoney's Monday even- week No Sundays Apply
If further information is needed, please
ing at 7pm for details in the in person Conoco Gas Sta
contact the Department of Planning and
fastest growing company in tion, 514 S 12th St
Engineering at 762-0330.
America and learn how to ROUTE sales If you would
earn a serious income No like to earn $6-800 weekly.
Einar Jenstrom, Chairman
inventory, no delieveries, and are willing to relocate to
Murray Planning Commission
no collection We provide the Bowling Green, Ky or
the training Don't wait any Nashville, Tn area, we have
Don Elias, City Planner
longerl
City of Murray
the opportunity for you
Schwan's Sales Enter
AUTOMOTIVE Techncian
prises can otter paid train
wanted with imported or
ing.
paid vacation. insur
domestic car knowledge
ance, profit sharing, and
ASE or manufacturer's certification preferred. Contact incentives Must be at least
21 years old and have a
Dennis English at Dwain
good driving'employment
Taylor Chevrolet
record Interested? Call
753-1629
1-800-233-1632 between
CARPENTER needed, 9 - 5 ,
or
Mon Fri
must have tools 8 truck
502 759-9701 EOE
474-8534
SIRLOIN Stockade now
COMPUTER users hiring cooks, cashiers, chs
-needed Work own hours
hwasher 8 salad bar anon
(Grades K-6)
5201< to $50K/yr 24 Hours dants Apply in person be
753-6487
437-443
• 714-251-3311x486
tween 2-4 Mon Fri

CANCER
INSURANCE

070

060

Help
Wanted

Surgery: ORT
With Experience
We offer competitive salary
and a comprehensive
benefits package.

EXERCISE bike new $100
1962 Barbie Doll with box
$350 Bearcat Scanner
$75 498-8981

For more information, contact:
Fran Cashman, RN, MSN
Director of Nursing
(901)644-8257

MEN'S (LH) golf bag, putter, 9 irons, 3 woods and
muse items, $40 obo
759-9992
MICROWAVE oven, Re
leigh Accufit exercise bike
Call after 5pm 753 7845
MOTORCYCLE helmets
camping supplies, camof
lauge clothing, work boots
guns 8 ammo Jerry s
Sporting Goods Mayfield
247 4704

or apply in person at:
,

H I C HENRY COUNTY
M I C MEDICAL CENTER.
TYSON AVENUE
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

1

MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

1

MONDAY MAY 8 1995

•

111EIServicies
Otte ed
lioVid tobacco setter
93 Dodge grain truck
-all after 5pm 753 7845

Heavy
Equipment
580 SUPER K extend hoe
with cab. 1400hrs , like
new 753 2905
200

11

Sports
Equipment

we
nly
no
on
f I

GOLF dubs, Davna Chairman irons, graphite shafts,
2 thru SW. excellent condition, $40 per club Leave
message 753-6275

rS,
KS
dl
fS

'or

0

APartfnilnt.

Tokio. Applications

195

70,

1 IL 2 Bildf00111

Calloway
Gardens Apts.
1506 Dulguld Dr.
Murray
CaN 753-8556
t00A, mousikG
OPPORTUNITY

MURRAY Manor Apart
monks FlOw accepting apple
cations for 1-2br apart
monis Apply on person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon Fr,
1409 Duigtud Or
NOW renting 1 to 3br apts
behind Bradley Book Co all
have low utilities & are
closer to MSU than most
dorms Walk to class with
no parking worries Better
hurry they wont last long
753 2339 or 753 8767

WANT to lease pasture
land to graze cattle Call
753 7860

AKC German Sheppard ex
cellent background
healthy free obediance in
cluded 502 436 2858
*KC REGISTERED Rot
tvxeilers champion blood
line 5wks old $300 Call
after 5pm 901 642 6892 -

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellent Location
$62,000
753-5561
BE the first owner of a 2
story brick home in a prime
city subdivision 413R, 24
baths, features Marvin
windows, 17ft foyer ceiling,
white kitchen, columns,
fireplace, tile and hardwood
floors, cultured marble, hot
tub. deck & more Call
759-2571, 435-4013 or
435 4040

SPECIAL 1988 Mercury
Sable extra dean fully
equipped Michelin tires
70 XXX miles may be seen
at Mickey Boggess Motor
Sales
Hwy 121N
759 1882 or weekends
753 4978

FOR sale 1211 aluminum
boat with trailer also have
Dolling motor 753 2605
MARK Twain very nice
1977 165hp 6cyl Chev
Marc cruise gold & whits.
tandem toile trailer See at
Wayne Darnell Boat Shop
9mi South of Murray on
Hwy 121
c to

raised
roof Gladiator 'conversion
1985 BLUE Chevy

BOB S Plumbing Servi..*Installation and repair ail
work guaranteed
753 1134 or 436 5832
BUSHHOGGING garderic
plowed disked drivewa,s
graded 437 4030
CAMCORDER repa., &
microwave repair Woud
VCR Service Cenler
753 0530
CARPORTS for c.ais and
trucks Speaal sizes 1
motor home boats
and etc Excellent prof.4
lion high quality ex C'.-''
value Roy Hill 759 4c, 4

ServIcee
Offered

..'!FiTOPS

It aders
W 'Or c Roc Livery

custom
offices
Murray

4v/ Cri.0

1.1,
S Heating
ai,i
SeTleiCe Corn
insta.lation and see
e
Call Gary at
4 4754
CUSTOM bulidozing and
1.11De work septic sys
•i- ,is ,354 916 1 after 4pm.
Hirace Snow

NOW renting lbr apts. Col
van, with lots of extras, Al Al A TREE SERVICE
lege Farm Rd Apts
local, one owner, make of- hedge trimming, landscap
, US Tr
tiling & small
1BR furnished apt , $210/per month Call AKC SIBERIAN Husky
fer Call Bill Kopperud erg, mulching & mulch haul
bush riorg.g rig 489 2995
$200/mo plus deposit, no 753 6716 aher 5pm
7mo old 489 2275
753-1222 day, 753-6620 Ong, gutter cleaning Clean
pets, Hwy 121 at the fair- NOW taking applications
rA
S cleaning ier
CARROLL S Custom Lkir
evening
up junk , garbage Odd jobs.
BLOND Labs purebreed,
grounds 753-3139
den tilling grader t. ri ie
GUNS buy, sell or trade
We
‘..lean vinyl brick
for Section Slow rent hous
Al
also
moving
BRICK,
househld
central
3br
gas 1989 FORD Aeroster van,
no papers $75 Call after
work bush hogging I.Jts
1,
436 5650
wigs
sidewalkS mo
1BR low utilities. refer- mg Apply in person at 5pm
heat, electric cooling, dou- V-6, auto, air, p/s. p/b. Free estimates The Lamb
492 8638
free
estimares
759 4734
hr-r1.0.5.
ences & deposit required, Southside Manor, 906
ble carport Bob Perrin, cruise, am/fm tape, 4364744.
.
502 492 8622
210
Broad St Extended be
no pets, $185/mo
DOG obedience classes or Grey's Properties 110,XXX miles, $4.150
•
afe
free esti
A-1 Tree professionals
tween 8am 12noon No private Serving Murray 14 759 2001
753-3949
evenings 436-5610
C1TIM Chlm Chimney
vi.96
Slump
removal,
tree sprayphone calls please Equal years 436 2858
Firewood
753 3509
10% cor
1 OR 2br apts near down Housing Opportunity
ing, serving Murray, Callo- Sweeps has
Inching re
discounts V.'.A FIREWOOD for sale town Murray 753-4109
500
FOR sale 2 Beagle pups BRICK ranch 3br 1 bath,
way County since 1980 citizen
'.97'S and blow
4
chimney
caps
arid
SC
ROOMMATE to share 3br 1
437-4667
Used
753 2605
Free estimates 436-2247
central h/a, carport. 520
753 4761
1 ROOM efficiency, very bath apt with two girls
4191
Trucks
OF 492-8737
• 435
near MSU, partial utilities $125/mo plus $125 deposit FOR sale Angel stripped Whitnell 753 6276
". ;1- i drywall
220
furnished Available now plus '4 of utilities For Catfish Bala Shark. Goer BY owner 3br 2 bpth, large 1984 JEEP Cherokee 4wd, A and A Lamb's lawn mow C & L LANDSCAPING•,...",er,oes avail
dearVq.
spring
tr,p
time
price
$2,150
759-9711
mis
Goldfish
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
variety 30 living room, kitchen and
ing, light hauling, tree trimey Perkins at
appt call 753 8447.
removal
and
gallon aquarium & acces Large den with fireplace,
1985 FORD F15 4wd, new ming, Mark 436-2528
1
ROOMS
for
rent
at
1614
haul.,
mulching
J
or
furnished
SMALL
lbr apt
series $50 45 gallon 1,837 sq ft of living space motor
FOR bale Bundy clarinet,
7511151 daytime, ALL around hauling, mow
Olive Utilities furnished $175/mo, • $175 deposit
years experience ar,,i
Plumbing
4'
aquarium & accessories plus garage. carport and
new when bought, excel753-6984 evenings
Share kitchen, living room 753-7953
Ong, tree work, junk clean estimates Call 492 8,-r•4
paper tree &
$75 2 aquarium stands 3 porch Lots of closets and
lent condition
Call & bathroom
facilities Walk
•,,
"all Ken
wheel bicycle with basket built ins No step-up at back 1988 F250 LARIAT Ford up. cleaning out gutters. COOKSEY S
762-4939 until May 12
to MSU Coleman RE VERY spacious 2br 2 bath
1 't
4x4, extended cab. $9.000 Joe 436-2867
$75
4985
753
door
or
garage,
easy
entry
service
duplex,
appliances furn
436 2667
753-9898
753 0266
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur
ished, Wel hook up. central MOVING Dog needs a for handicapped of elderly
2713
Must
see
2BR
to
1
appreciate,
bath
duplex,
appl
gas heat. $525mo, 1 mo good home. 2'-* yr old part
1989 NISSAN hardbody niture repair & custom
Mobile
$75 000 753 71 33, truck with bed
furnished, %fed hook-up, deposit, years lease no Chow
Homes For Sale
part German She
top, good woodworking 753-8056
Ouaity Service
759
Trap rnmming
$425/mo, lmo deposit, 1yr pets
1723. 753-3092
condition, one owner, very APPLIANCE
753 2905 or pard male dog been neu
REPAIRS
14030 3BR 2 bath new lease, no pets 753-2905 or
well maintained Call Factory
753-7536
toned 489 2999 after 6pm CONDOMINIUM 1380 sq
Free Esirriges
Alt
trained by 3 major
appliances, central h/a. 753-7536
Tree Remoia+
or 489 2122
ft with garage, low utilities. 753-5758 before 8pm
manufacturers All work
newly remodeled, great
4500
burgandy,
5sp,
with
luxurious
living.
2BR
330
2
duplex,
3br.
24
bath
2
bath
Hour Service
apand parts warranted Ask
Landscaping
condition, $14,200 obo
air
/100
Rooms
753 3293
pliances furnished, wid
for Andy at The Appliance
753-4818
For Rent
hook-up, central hie.
Val
1994 MAZDA 8-4000. Eicyl. Works, 753-2455
FOR Investors, 2812 sq ft
1980 12x60 PRESIDEN- $475/mo, 1 month deposit.
Produce
cab plus. 4x4. 5sp, red, APPLIANCE
$125/mo
ROOM
town.
new
in
duplex,
Fall
Brook
Tnmnung
Hedge
SERVICE
TIAL completely furnished, year lease, no pets
Light Hauling. Etc
WALLACE Strawberries N Sub Rental income loaded, 1 owner, 32,XXX Kenmore, Westinghouse,
753 8292
includes utility pole, under- 753-2905 or 753 7536
16th and Poor Farm Rd $1100/mo, Price $123.000 miles, warranty, mint condi- Whirlpool 30+ years
Owned & Operated By IM LAMB
ex
pinning & deck. $5,700.
tion. $17,500. Day phone' perience
Open Tues Theis Sat 492 8516 or 762-7221
340
BOBBY
492-8604 leave message if 2BR apartment for rent No
I reenced 4 lncurthl
759-4700, night phone.
7arn.Men Wed_ Fri 4pm,
pets. Near campus
_HOPP-ER, 4364848
Houses.
no. answer,.
NEW--3br homes pnced in 48172481—
—
"
1pm
Sun
tit
5pew
60c
qt
753-5980
For Rent
70's & 80s, financing avail1995 16x80 3br 2 bath
U pick, $1 25 picked
1 TON 1978 Chevy dump
able, will consider trade
2BR duplex, townhouse, 3BR 14 bath, 316 N 6th. 753 0195
492-6175
truck Less than 50,000
753 3672 after 5pm
triplex, house, appliances $450/mo. lease & deposit
miles 502-753-5561
2BR 2 baths newly decor- furnished. Rent varies - 762 4483 8 4pm
Residenlial-C.ommercial
430
NEW affordable homes,
ated, partially furnished, $350/ 430 Call 753-1266
References
2
3br
in
city Starts at mid
Roil
3BR 2 bath furnished, deck.
nice big lot,'4 mile from Ky for more details
510
Free Estimates
50s. financing available.
Estate
central h./a. 1 mile from
Lake with boat ramp
Fully Insured
2BR duplex on Northwood
campus, $450/mo For the HALEY Appraisal Service, payments less than rent
474-8898
Campers
759-4406
summer only 489 6075. call Bob Haley state certi Sidewalks, storm sewers.
759-1859
BUY from our huge inven
curbs & all underground 1987-STARCRAFT foldout
tory or custom order your 2BR duplex, appliances 3BR 2 bath brick house. lied Call 489 2266
utilities 753 4444 •
camper, queen size bed.
new home! Our pledge, if furnished. gas heat, deck. 1653 Ryan, central h/a, KOPPERUD Realty has
wardrobe, ac, 2 Way reNEW
home,
Coles
ARRONS Handyman Co
Camp
hook-up,
w/d
new
like
quiet neighborhood. buyers waiting to purchase
you compare construction.
frigerator 753-5949
ground Rd 3br 2 bath cen
remodeling and repairs,
$600/mo, yr lease & depo
insulation, options and set- 436-5725
homes all price ranges If
Val gas & electric, 1900sq ft 29' AIRSTREAM rear bath. odd lobs, screen porches
sit 753-6424
up, you will find that Dinkins 2BR Embassy Apartments
you are thinking of selling living
area on 1 22 acres
new interior, all systems decks, electrical etc
will have your best housing
central gas heat, available 3BR brick in Murray contact one of our-courte..: nice Call Mur Cal Realty work, road ready
474 8534
value! Dinkins Mobile now $300/mo Coleman
$400/mo lease & deposit, ous and professional 753 4444
AlaO
nwM
ne
ar tin753 0114
Homes Inc Hwy 79E . RE, 753-9898
agents
at
753
1222
or
ASPHALT driveway, seastop
no pets 759-4826 leave
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891
by
office
NICE
at
711
2br
ling,
Main St
1 bath double 32 FOOT Holiday camper
free estimates
message, available June
2BR upstairs apt. 1134 S
garage, large lot. I block $3000 Serious Inquires 753-2279
NEW spring & summer 13th St. deposit & lease,
3BR house near Kirksey, MUR CAL Realty proles from lake. Blood River boat only 502-759-4414
hours 8 to 8 Mon the Fri .8 no pets 753 6001
BACKHOE SERVICE
leave central a/c, gas heat. stove sional real estate manage dock 436 5321
to 6 Sat 1 to 6-Sun -Shop message
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
& refrigerator provided. ment, residential. commer
where the big selections
installation, repair. replaceaat.(allow us to handle your PRICE reducedl 3BR 2
$450/mo, deposit & refer
and bargons are ,Dinkins 4BR 2 bath, like new, cen520
ment 759-1515
ences required Call real estate headaches) A bath with large yard & stor
Mobile Homes. Inc. Hwy tral h/a. appliances & lawn
CUSTOM KITCWFM CaRiter TS
Boats
age'9M on 121N,$64,900
cost cutting occupancy im
753 6723
BACKHOE
Service - ROY
maintenance
furnished.
79E . paris. TN
GUSTO'S WOOOVVORKING
a motors
proving move 753 4444
489 2296
HILL
Septic
system,
drive$540/mo Coleman RE 3BR nice carpet & vinyl
1 800-642-4891
All Types Of
1980
VIP
run-about,
16ft
ways,
hauling. foundations.
TAKE a look make an offer. TWO new custom built
753-9898
beautiful natural%wood up
CUSIOT WoodWorking
2br lake property Wilson homes on Larkspur Drive in 90he Johnson, looks good, etc 759-4664
stairs with 2 large bed
251:1
COMPLETELY furnished
arid
rooms downstairs 1 bath in Realty 121 South Call Campbell Estates Must runs great, $2000 obo
Mobile
BACKHOE Service, com2br apt on lake, no pets.
Kitchen
759
9196
Bath Cabinets
&
753
5086
see
to
appreciate
large corner lot. 605 Syca
Excel
Homes For Rent
plete foundations, septic
$250/mo plus $150 depo
lent- floor plans Call 1989 TRAVELER all
'.P Drop Ry _And- Cop re.r”Srtneir,lin,,, •
more, $450/mo 753 2339,
weld,
systems R H Nesbitt, Con2BR •mobile home, C h/a, sit 436-2402
753 3903 after 4-30
753 8767, 436 2054
Sunbury Murray (11144N.N1 Bun4.14 Broad,
135
25 Evinrude, both excellent strucbon Phone 492 851§,
Water furnished. $275/mo CONDOMINIUM for lease,
condition.
$1,800
Lake
pager
.
12-111
2
11
753-5940
762-7221
....
4
BR
1
bath
house
Coleman RE, 753-9898
low utilities. 3br 2 bath with
759-9085
Property.
$500/mo,
lease,
deposit
NEW trailer, 16x60, 2br garage. 753-3293
753 8734
LAKE property for rent
470
$250/mo plus deposit No COUNTRY living, elk
Very nice lbr just above
pets 354-9518 after 5pm aency apt extra clean, ap- NICE 2br brick house, ap
Motorcycles
plicances & *rid. 6mo Wildcat Park available by
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, pliances furnished. lease & lease. $400/mo 489 2741
week, month or year 3BR 2
19R?
YAMAHA
Warrio
electric or gas Walking dis- deposit required, no pets
bath in Lakeway Shores
SMALL lbr brick house. $350/mo with tyr lease looks and runs great, make
tance to college 753-5209 436-5401
435 4003 or
753 2339 or 753 8767 offer
EXTRA large lbr duplex. walking distance to MSU
435 4511
285
good h/a, walking distance Extra low utilities 1628 436 2054
Miller, rear $180/mo
Mobil*
1994 YAMAHA Timber.
to MSU, reasonable Oh Home Lots For Rend
wolf 250cc, like new,
ties. yard maintenance in- 753 2339. 753 8 76 7',
436 2054
$3000/firm 759 9196
NEW park, newer model cluded, $250/mo, 1628
homes only Concrete Miller. 753-2339.
1994 YAMAHA Timberwolf
BEAUTIFUL flat lot al 4 wheeler 753 2791 after
drives & walks Trash pick- 753-8767, 436-2054
For Rent
underground city utilities in 6pm
up & city water $100/mo EXTRA nice 2br duplex
Or Lease
dueling gas Last available
492-8488
with carport, gas heat, ap
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)
lot in Preston Heights lo
pliances. no pets, deposit & CREEKVIEW Self storage
NORTHWIND Mobile .lease 1817 Ridgewood warehouses on Conte
cated behind Gates'bor
Home Park 753-9866
Drive behind Shoney s
ough $.13.900 753 2339
$425-. 753-7457
$20 $40/mo 759 4081
FURNISHED or untuin1085 CHE
Biazer S-10
ished 1 dr 2br apts No pets, NORTHWOOD Storage
Tahoe 2nd. 120 XXX
NICE high lot 110217 in
SEPTIC TANK 9,1„drEAFJING
Zimmerman
minis _$3 000 753 9809
Apts presently has units avail
Misty Meadows next to
able Call .753 2905
7 Days Per Week
753-6609
Oaks Country 'Club
1985 CUTLASS Supreme
753 7536
750 SQ FT OFFICE space
753
5691
Rental
G
&
L
Property
Brougham
an•
2dr.
V
8 new
or small business, plenty of
STORAGE trailer for rent
parking
753-6106, flounces openings at
SOUTHWEST area 1/, battery well servicAid must
753
7888
Sherry Lane Apts near
$2,350 or best offer
753 3258
acre building lots 200ft
MSU. These attractive two WANT to lease pasture for frontage, restricted 527 8905
Dr. Mary Broeringnieyer
Cd
DOWNTOWN office space bedroom units lease for
horses Call 753-0980
$12,500
4548
435
after
FORD
1985
Escort, cruise.
Chiropractor
available across from $440 & will be. ready for
5pm
ae. looks good runs good,
courthouse $95/mo includ- June move-in. Grey's Prop('all for an annoiritnnint.
mist selL great price, ask
tag all utilities 753-1266
erties is taking applications WANTED nice home for
for
April
759
or
1589
lease in Murray area, avail
Ask for Karen or Melissa
RETAIL or Office Space in Call 759-2001
753 3713
S Side Shopping Center KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- able Jun 1st 3 to 5brs, 2•4
baths, 2.000+ sq ft with
1086 BMW 325ES automa753 4509 or 753-6612
land Westly Village, lbr large lot in nice area, price
Insured
Completely Mobile
33 ACHES. stocked take tic 2dr at, sunroof, excelapartment, utilities in
negotiable will bv in Murray fenced pasture green lent condition 753 6669
duded. rent based on in
Your SOtirCP For Mr_stil
320
74
May 27th.. Call Rich at Kop
house. 14x70 3br mobile
come.558 older, handicap perud Realty 753 1222
1986 PONTIAC Grand Am,
.
Apartments
4•4
'We Specialize in Cleaning'
home Coleman Real Es& disabled Equal Housing
automate air. 2dr, sunroof,
For Rent
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Bnck
tate 753 9898
Opportunity
black excellent condition
370
1,2.3BD apts Furnished, 502-354-8888
David Borders
759 4081
Phone (502) 759-4734
Livestock
180
very nice near MSU No
&
Supplies
1988 BLACK Nissan
Homes
753 1 252
pets
Sentra new brakes, stratus
For Sale
LARGE lbr, carport, all 4YR OLD Quarter horse
days.753 0606 after 5pm
(.1
and clutch great condition,
hardwood floors, 221 489-2477
2BR 14 bath brick. very $ 2 500
1BR apt $200/mo, partial Woodlawn 436-5321• obo
nice, central h/a, sunporch. (901)247
utilities, near camOus.
A 2- HORSE trailer
3789
ttgei
All Typr• if iterume
lust outside city, $67.900
753-9980 or 753-0439 LARGE duplex apt , central 753-0156
Coleman—RE 753 9898
1988 CHEVY Celebrity
h/a, all gas, available May
leave message
1=800-585-G033
turospost._ excellent -conch151h. Nice area. $375/mo, BUCKSKIN Quarter horse.
2E1R cottage near-KY taki3' tion, 2 300
.t.;1;iwrirl
Marincer
1BR 'duPleir On Fiery' 2110. no Uts, lease & deposit extremely gentle, 6yrs old
• obo Call
$49.500 Coleman RE
energy efficient No pets. 759-1087
$1.500 489 2704 after
7538ee8 before 8pm
CLEANING
CARPET
KTN
753-9898
$285/mo +deposit
6pm
1988 MUSTANG convert!
MUR-CAL Apartments now
753-8848 before 9pm.
Carpet • Upholstery
bath log home, 1250
1
3BR
,ble Call 435 4276'
accepting applications for BULLS and Heifers- Perfor
hia,
central
sq
ft
vaulted
carduplex.
new h/a,
1BR
1 (800) 642-7740
eel . ecurity Doprs
1, 2 and 3br apartments mance tested Simmental
peting,$225/mo,412N- 5th Phone 759-4984 Equal and Maine- Anjou ceilings, great room with 1994 HONDA Accord EX,
When
number
first
Dial
800
the
St 7532339, 753-8767. Housing Opportunity
*Woe Guards Rails 1.71,1ms & Set Liild
Crossbred service age fireplace, patio area CD leather, sunroof
Jim Cayicr
you hear a recorded message,
12 500 miles will consider
$62.700 489 6075
436 2054
bulls and heifers Only top
Engiaeo
Ronnie
%me Harm Dean i *stip Goads
Access
the
enter
Code
85
trade for truck 753 4538
performance animals of
3BR 2 bath brick home
601
Dunbar at North 12th
Americas Second Car
feted for sale All animals recently remodeledrn town FOR sale 1993 Mitsibishi
Mayfield, KY 42066
health tested and guaran
central gas heat air 30000T SL burgandy with
teed Smith Broadbent $78,200 Call 753 6098
In Old Lihacrii Iiwr&nteqirr
grey leather interior 5sp
Farms.
Day
14, mot, rersra. heatatild
asking $22 000 Call
bath
3BR
duplex
2
double
(502)235 5182. night
753 8141
Done 'four
carport
on
Southwood
Dr
In Mayfield calling area: 542-247.9161
(502)235 5170*
localions Corral in Coasi
'753 7947
of the fre.1 "
tong Distance call: I-800-822-4291
PUREBRED Limousin.bult
NICE red 1991 Eagle SumMEDICA I.
3BR duplax for sale
2yrs old, $800 436 5416
mit 2dr, 5sp, with air,
7515114
SUPPLENII.N.1
$3200 3548105
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
REGISTERED Polled
err recerinmble frir the (ledge title.. that
A FRAME summer home in RED
Hereford bulls for sale
VW dunebuggy with
Office 753-6910
Care does nnt pt Si11911 on part A, $111111 in rirt It
112 So 12th
Lakeway Shores on Blood 1835cc
Men/ gentle bred for growth
engine disc
(all me for
e inftwmAtirin
River
1BR
-newly
1•800-1HE-DUCK
ramrod
Murray, KY 420/1
and calving ease All sizes
brakes VW bus transmis
I Itl 1 111 I l' I
i I AIM
fried with community ramp sion new
,11'
,
441 Ii 41
•
available
bulls
all
guaran
IS
5
tractor
toes
Lowest Rates in Town
$25000 Call 436 5340 or ri rear
Paschall
Steven
teed
must SIC
8 am.-N e rn
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates
376 5100
901 247 3303
492 8723

mow'ng

l3

Ci

Tree Service C4334 se'vc

-502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Ross Roofing

A & J Lawn Care
For Your Lawn Care Needs
You Can Depend On Us

492-8707

*

Dial-A-Service

You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week — (13 week minimum)

DIAL — 753-1916

CAMP

MURRAY 753-9224

Did you know
you could advertise a
double spot here for
only '12 per week?

Di'fti 7/5 f_J-1 -rr.)1
P)r

MEM.

753-2962

David's Cleaning Services

Commercial Waste
Ihsposal

ECONOMY METAL & SUPPLY CO,

— Dial Now

—

4Overt se -h€r

ION MULLINS
st 4

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary

,ZjiglyDuckling
traMaiii=111

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-7890

MIL

753-6g52
Pt
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C
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Seniors
Onsrld

ar
HERE it si Reliable, efficient lawn mowing at a
reasonable price Call
Joe's Mowing Service,
753-5643 for residential
and cornmeraal lawns

4.0

LICENSED for electnc and
gas 753-7203

WILL mow lawns
753-0980

MARC'S lawn service.
7534226, 753-4168.

WINDOW & door repair &
replacement. Senior Cit
discount. 759-1799.

MOODY'S mower repair,
J & J Lawn MaIntenance, pick-up and delivery
dependable, reliable, rea- 753-5668
sonable rates. big or Sind MULCH, delivered Murray
YARD mowing, weedeatjobs 502-753-0384.
area 436-5560.
ing & blade work, free estiKITCHEN CABINET RE- PAINTING int . ext all mates. Phone 489-2077 afFACING. Make your old types of home repair. tree ter 6pm.
new again with Formica All estimates Call anytime
colors, free estimates 436-5032
ROOFING and painting,
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
interiorexterior etc. 25yrs
PAINTING
Interior,
exterKY 436-5560.
ior, quality work, reason- experience, 10% discount
senior atizens 474-0107
LAMB Brothers Tree Ser- able rates. since 1985
vice 502-436-5744.
901-247-3089 (Puryear)
SEAMLESS gutters inLAMB'S tree timming PLUMBING repairman with stalled, residential or com436-2269 Paul.
same day service Call mercial, Serval! Gutter Co
753-6433
LAWN care, mowing & tnrn- 436-5255
SUREWAY
Tree & Stump
ming 436-2528
RIDA'S Machine Quilting.
Removal. Insured with full
choice
Phone
of
patterns
mowed
LAWNS
line of equipment. Fre es502-759-2479, Murray, Ky
(502)759-3133
timates Day or night,
LEWIS Exterior Cleaning RILEY Remodeling & Con- 753-5484.
houses mobile homes. struction Garages, addi°THE Gutter Co. Seamless
brick & vinyl, buildings, tions, porches, decks, roof- aluminum gutters, variety
R V 's, sidewalks, free esti- ing, vinyl siding & trim, reof colors. Licensed, inplacement windows
mates (502)753-6490
Owner Jerry Riley Phone sured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
502-489-2907.
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Harold Doran Jr.(right) of Murray, the 1994-95 president of the Murray Stale
University Alumni Association, presents the presidential gavel to Roger Perry
of Benton. Perry,a 1971 graduate of MSU,is a partner in the law firm of Long &
Perry in Benton. He will serve as president for 1995-96. Perry was installed as
president at the annual alumni banquet April 22.

not induce kibitzers to stand up and
cheer.
Take this deal, played in a national championship. South was in Dr. Kern Alexander (center), president of Murray State University, presented
four spades and West led a heart. Distinguished Alumnus Awards to Dr. William Wiles (left) and William Huston
East took his A-K. and returned a during the annual Alumni Banquet April 22.
heart, won by declarer with the jack.
South led a diamond to the ace, a
club to the ace, and ruffed a club.
Next came the jack ofspades, which
lost to the king. When Westreturned
a club, declarer ruffed and easily
took the rest.
What did South do that was extraordinary? On the face of it, nothing. He had to lose two hearts and a
spade— and he last them. Yet,upon
closer study, South did something
really good. If he hadn't done it, he
would have gone down.He made the
key play of cashing the ace of diamonds before taking the trump finesse.
Let'ssay lit- hild-radohethis.
- Sup=
pose,after winning thejack of hearts,
he had cashed the club ace,ruffed a
club,and then led the jack ofspades,
losing to the king.
In that case,declarer would have Dr. Farouk Umar, chairman of the department of political science, criminal
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Storytelling troupe to
visit Homeplace 1850
Tales of the American frontier
and ghost stories laced with humor
will be among the yamsspun at The
Homeplace-1850's "Tales at Twilight: An Evening ofStorytelling" on
May 20% from 7-9 p.m. at Land
Between The Lakes (LBL).
-The evening will feature two
master storytellers from the SPINNERS! Storycrafting Troupe of the
National Scouting Museum in Murray, Kentucky.
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Corvette raffle.
to benefit kids at
Trooper Island

"Historically Americans entertained themselves with stories. In
cabins like the ones at the Homeplace, to the finest drawing rooms,
storytelling stirred emotions and
imaginations, drawing listeners into
stories of adventure, drama, or
mystery,” said Maryanne Andrus,
LBL coordinator.
Tt event will take place on the
back lawn of The Homeplace-1850,
located on the southern portion of
LBL. Refreshments will be provided. Cost is $4 for adults and $3
for children.
Call The Homeplace-1850 at
(615) 232-6457 for more information.
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Five artists have been selected to
serve as the faculty for the Kentucky
Institute for the Arts in EducationMurray, which will be held at
Murray State University June 1930.
The artists, Constance Alexander, Janet Caldwell, Erin Delaney,
Mary O'Neal and Camille Serre,
will use hands-on experiences in
creative writing, music, dance,
drama and visual arts at the twoweek professional development
seminar. The artists will work with
teachers, curriculum coordinators,
and others interested in promoting
and imptementing the arts in education.
Alexander, a professional poet,
playwright, award-winning newspaper columnist and radio commentator from Murray, was the recent
recipient of the Al Smith Fellowship
from the Kentucky Arts Council.
Alexander has extensive teaching
experience from the elementary to
the senior citizen level. She is
artistic director of the West Kentucky Playwright's Festival and
president of Intex Communications
of Murray.
- Caldwell, an elementary school
music teacher and assistant marching band director in the Henderson
County school system, serves as a
KERA Fellow, a consultant for the
Collaborative
for
Elementary
Learning, and was the recipient of
the Kentucky Music Educator of the
Year Award in 1991. She has
coordinated numerous innovative
music projects and treated an original opera program.
Delaney is 5-dance teacher and
consultant from Louisville. Focusing on expressive movement for
children through - adults, Delaney
has studied various dance forms
including African and modern
dance in New York City and San
Francisco. She has served as a
consultant to schools, community
centers and hospitals in the Louisville area.
O'Neal, a professional actress,

director and voice-over, artist, has
performed with Anthony Hopkins
ar•r-

I ha

len

at the Royal National Theatre. She
is a drama teacher sponsor at the
School for the Creative and Performing Arts in Lexington.
Serre is an associate professor of
art at Murray State and the recipient
of Kentucky's An Educator of the
Year Award in Higher Education in
1993. She has national and international experience in art education
and has taught at all levels, including preschool.
Serre currently
serves as a consultant for the Collaborative for Elementary Learning.
"Through involvement with the
faculty during the two-week seminar, Kentucky Institute for Arts in
Education-Murray participants develop an awareness of how to
integrate the arts across the curriculum, explore their own creative
potential in the arts and create works
of art in a variety of fields," according to Dr.' Bonnie Higginson,
KIAE-Murray director and associate professor in Murray State's department of elementary and secondary education.
The institute is funded by the
Kentucky Center for the Arts, the
Kentucky Department of Education
and the Kentucky Arts Council.
Through Murray State, it is jointly
sponsored by the College of Fine
Arts and Comthmunication and the
College of Education.
Participants may register for
EDU 650 — Workshops eoteticain
tion: Arts in Education to
three
semester hours of graduate credit.
A materials fee of $35 will be
charged to participants taking the
institute for credit. Participants noi
registering for academic credit pay a
$135 fee.
Applications will be accepted
through May 12. Interested individuals are urged to apply as soon as
possible since enrollment is limited,
Higginson said. For an application
or for additional information, contact Higginson at(502)762-6868 or
(502) 762-2500 or write her at the

department of elementary and secondary education, Murray State
University, P.O. Box 9, Murray,
K y. 42071-0009.
AP'k4

SUNDAY BUFFET 11-3 $5.95
Wednesday
S'
enior s night! Buy one get one free!!
e nesd ay--Senior's
Thursday Night-'All You Can Eat' Popcorn Shrimp .5.95
8.95
0, Friday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet
Saturday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet 8.95
5.95
staxvoounday-our Grand Lunch Buffet 11-3
r 3N,
Sat. 4 p.m.
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1995 Dodge Stratus

Corvette for only $100.

To raise funds for Trooper Island,
the Kentucky State Police is selling
1,(XX) chances on the vehicle.
"That's great odds," sais Trooper
Chuck Robertson of the Mayfield
posi
The drawing will be Sept. 2 at the
Corvette Museum in Bowling
Green.
Run
toLally • on
donations.
Trooper Island was established in
1965 at Dale Hollow Lake in Southeast Kentucky. The free summer
camp allows nearly 750 underprivileged and handicapped boys and
girls ages 10 to 12 to participate in
athletics, canoeing, archery, fishing
and other activities.
Those entering must be 18 or
older.' The car, an LTI Hardtop, is
on display at Bachman('he vrolet on
Hursthourne Lane in Louisville.
To obtain only (il the 51(() tax
deductible chances or for information, contact Robertson at 856-3721
or 573-7221t. ;

Stk. #95452
List t
- 7576615-i30

Sate

si3,995

Automatic
Air Conditioning

Dual Air Bags

„Price is plus tax, title & license. All rebates applied down.

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to be Your Car or Truck Company."
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justice and legal studies, received the Distinguished Professor Award from
the Murray State University Alumni Association during the annual Alumni and
Friends Luncheon April 22. Presenting the award was Suzanne Keesiar
(right), recipient of the award in 1994. Also recognized was Tricia Richerson
(center), a junior from Harrisburg, Ill. She received the scholarship given to a
student from the distinguished professors department
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Volunteers from the National Scouting Museum enjoyed a volunteer
appreciation field trip to St. Louis, Mo. on Apill 21-22. The field trip included
tours of the St. Louis Art Museum,the Missouri Historical Society, and the St.
Louis SCI9f1C9 Center. Standing from left to right: Justin Rouse; Unda
Homer, Curator of Interpretation; luta Hutson; LaConda Walker, Volunteer
Coordinator; John Drennon; QM% Griffiths; Tommy Durham; Margaret
Boone and Kit Brookhiser.

Art faculty chosen
for creative seminar

Famous Hand

You hear a lot about bridge tournaments and the champs whoplay
• .hem.
*
But the chances are that if
t.ou watched a top expert play, without knowing who he or she was, you
not he greatly impressed.
The fact is that an expereseldiirm lost the contract after West returned
does anything sensational. H is most a diamond. South would have been
commodity.
is that he rarely unable to lead from dummy without
r,--,aSes a mistake.The ability to play losing a Second trump trick to West,
session after another in (hat
and he would have ended down one.
fa,ni,r, is almost unique, hut it does Giant oaks from little acorns grow.
Tomorrow. Haste makes waste.
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

North dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
- • NORTH •J 4
V Q 752
• A K Q 84 2
+6
WEST
EAST
•K 105
•6
✓ 1098
V A K4
•6
•J 10 7 5 3
+ K 10 9 5 4 2
+Q J87
SOUTH.
•AQ98732
J 63
•9
+A3
The bidding:
North East
South West
1•
Pass
1+
Pass
Pass
4+
2•
Opening lead — ten of hearts.

eer

ate

VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estirnates.Route
1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.. 753-0530

ROCKY Colson home repair, plumbing, roofing, siding & additions. All type
home & mobile home repair. Free estimates.
474-2307.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT
Ten years ago
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been suffering from stomach pain for some time
now: I take Tagamet and Metamucil,
which don't seem to control the prob
tern. I feel my pain is from constipation since all urine and blood tests
have come back negative Why don't I
get better?
DEAR READER: Constipation can
certainly cause recurring abdominal
discomfort. But, depending on the
type and location of your pain, so can
other afflictions, such as galls-tones.
bowel inflammation and circulatory
disturbances.
Your doctor evidently believed that
your symptom was caused by gastric
hyperacidity. thus. he prescribed
Tagamet If the medicine is ineffective. he may have been mistaken and
you will need to have further testing.
such as X-ray:s and additional blood
analyses You should return to him so
that you can both re-think the irrob
lem.
Metamucil. a stool-bulking agent.

probably plays no role in helping you
and is not considered to be a laxative
For your constipation. while you are
awaiting your appointment. try using
bran. extra roughage 4 such as salads
and raw fruit/, and an 8-ounce glass of
'hot prune juice every: day
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Constipation and Diarrhea:.
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $2 plus a long self
addressed, stamped envelope to P O.
Box 2433, New York. NY 10163 Be
sure to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT Please discuss
hyperparathyroidisin in your column.
DEAR READER: Situated within
the thyroid gland in the neck, the
parathyroid glands control the metabolism of calcium and phosphorus. On
occasion. tor no known reason, one or
more parathyroid glands enlarge and
begin to produce excessive amounts
of hormone, leading to dangerously
high levels of calcium in the body
In many instances, this hyper
parathyroidism is the result ot tumors

Fire destroyed the Bob Taylor
in the parathyroid glands. a similar
disorder can result from kidney mal- home on Johnny Robertson about
9 p.m. on May 6. Also destroyed
function
Initially, the high blood calcium was a 1979 Ford Thunderbird.
causes no symptoms. Eventually. Dina Duncan, Sheri Tidwell,
however, patients experience consti- Tracy Henry, Vicki Grady and
pation. loss of appetite. abdominal Angela Miller were delegates
pain, kidney stones, and the loss of
from Calloway County at the
calcium from bones.
Hyperparathyroidism is diagnosed American -Heritage Conference,
by blood tests. Surgery is usually nec- Washington, D.C.
Pictured are Barbara and Dick
essary to remove the malfunctioning
gland's/. thereby lowering the blood Peiper as they display the new
calcium and re-establishing normal collection boxes to bke placed in
calcium phosphorous metabolism.
local stores and restaurants for
i995NEwsl'APEtt 1.:NTEHYRISI: ASSN
Humane Society donations. They
made and decorated 20 of the
little blue houses for use by the
DR. GOTT
society.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Christian and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jaines H.
Davis, May 3; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Billington, May 4;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs.' Charles
Scott, May 6.
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CATHY
DONT KNOW WHAT TO DO
FOR mOTHER.5 DAY THIS YEAR
(

EIME EITHER

ri-7
C I LET NN KIDS MARE ME.A1 71.146AT TO 60
-! 1.011EuJi uJHO
4, KNOWS WHAT TO DO
BREAKFAST, I'LL BE CLEANING UP FOR WEEKS._
r

,

HA,HA! If WE TAKE THE
BABY TO A RE5TAUNIr
DO WE VOLUNTEER TO
VACUUM WHEN WE LEAVE?

i kr

WHICH IS WORSE...
FEARING THAT YOU'LL TURN
INTO YOUR MOTHER OR
REAMING THAT ALL YOUR
vRiE.Kios AEADY NAVE ?

DO I HUG MY SON OR
SCOLD Him FOR PAINTING
"I LOVE MOM" ON THE WAY..?
\
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ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Wayne M. Johnson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cabin Rose,
a bcty to Mr. and Mrs. Dale Williams, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Brandon, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Owens, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Conrad CUT.

Forty pears ago

Airman Third Class Tummy
Locke, son of Mr. and Mrs. C.C.
Locke, is ser•ing in French Morocco, Africa,
About 70 farm leaders representing USDA, TVA and Agricultural Colleges and Universities
of 16 states observed the farmers'
cooperatives decelopment, test
Thirty years ago
demonstrations, and Farm and
The Grand Jury returned eight
Home Development in Western
indictments in its report to CirKentucky May 5 and 6. The first
cuit Judge Earl Osborne in Callo- stop was in •,. Murray .May 5 to
observe the facilities and operaway County Circuit Court.
Dr. Hollis Johnson, psychiatrist tion of Valley Counties of Kenfrom Louisville, spoke at an open tucky Cooperative and Calloway
meeting of Delta Department of County Soil Improvement
Twenty years ago
Murray Woman's Club. This was Association..
Rita Alene Paschall, daughter
co-sponsored by Murray Births reported include a boy.
of Mr. and Mrs. Carves Paschall, Calloway County Mental Health to Lochie Faye Hart and Gene
is valedictorian, and Vernon Dale
Association. He was introduced
Landolt, May 7.
Mathis, son of Mr. and Mrs....Hale
by A.W. SimmonsJr.
The Cherry's, owned and operMathis, is salutatorian of the
Recent births reported at Mur- ated by Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Cherry, opened May 6 next door
to Bank of Murray on the east
'side of Murray Courtsquare.
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, May 8, the 128th day of 1995. There are 237
days left in the year.
DEAR READERS: Yesterday
Highlight
in
History:
Today's
I shared some of the many letFifty years ago, on May 8, 1945, President Truman announced in a
ters I received when readers
radio address that World War II had ended in Europe.
sent me names of' people whose
On this date:
occupations •(or professions
In 1541, Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto reached the Mississipsuited their names. I regret that
pi 'River.
I cannot print more, but here
In 1794, Antoine Lavoisier, the father of modei-n chemistry, was
are some I couldn't
executed on the guillotine during France's Reign of Terror.
DEAR ABBY: A little more than
In 1846, the first major battle of the Mexican War was fought_at two years ago. I broke Invleg hih
visiting friends out of town -WinkPalo Alto, Texas, resulting in victory for General Zachary Taylor's
surgery. I heard an on he_
awaiting
forces.
pedic
surgeon being Paged.Iii
In 1884, the 33rd president of the United States, Harry S. Truman,
name was Dr. t'utterofr Needles, t.
was born near Lamar, Mo.
say. I was relieved to hear that in.%
In 1886, Atlanta pharmacist John Styth Pemberton invented the flasurgeon was going to he Dr Sla-tighvor syrup for Coca-Cola.
ter!
In 1944, the first "eye bank" was established, in New York City.
STILL IN ONE PIECE,
I.F.‘‘-isToN.!DAHL,
In 1958, Vice President Nixon was shoved, stoned, booed and spat
upon by anti-American protesters in Lima, Peru.
DEAR ABBY: I have two to add•
In 1962, the musical comedy "A Funny Thing Happened on the
a
Judge William Wayne Justice
Way to the Forum" opened on Broadway.
federal district court judge in .1.1•Xa.---.
In 1970, construction workers broke up an anti-war protest on New
and Judge John Minor Wisdom is a
York's Wall Street.
federal judge on the rith Circuit
In 1973, militant American Indians who'd held the South Dakota
Court of Appeals.
AMY H 'N( ;.
hamlet of Wounded Knee for 10 weeks surrendered.
- RICHARDSON: TEXAS
In 1978, David R. Berkowitz pleaded guilty in a Brooklyn courtroom to the -Son of Sam" killings that had terrified New Yorkers.
DEAR ABBY: I'll het you can't
In 1987, Gary Hart, dogged by questions about his personal life,
top this one: a gyni,cologist named
including his relationship with Donna Rice, withdrew from the race
Dr. Fealy!
for the Democratic presidential nomination.
JONI IN wEsT PALM
Ten years ago: President Reagan addressed the European Parliament
BEM'!" FLA
in Strasbourg, France. About a third of the deputies walked out,
waved protest signs or booed as Reagan criticized the Soviet Union.
- DEAR ABBY: My hosban&
works for.UPS and his name is
Five years ago: One crewman was killed, 18 others injured in 'a predawn fire that broke out aboard the guided-missile destroyer USS 'Downs_ '
SUE DIAVN:-•.
Conyngham during routine operations in the Atlantic, about 100 miles
CHILLI('OTHE. f Ili
southeast of Norfolk. Va.•
One year ago: President Clinton announced a shift in U.S. policy
DEAR ABBY: I'm not sure it xon
toward Haitian refugees, saying there would be offshore screening of
can print this. but there's a urtiloboat people seeking political asylum. Actor George Peppard died at
gist in Newport. Ky.. named Robert
Leake.
age 65.
EDWARD FilERSt /N.
Today's Birthdays: Comedian Don Rickles is 69. Environmentalist
CINCINNATI
Sir David Attenborough is 69. Former Sen. Dennis DeConcini, DAriz., is 58. Author Peter Benchley is 55. Jockey Hall-of-Famer Angel
DEAR ABBY: Vur request for
Cordcro Junior is 53. Singer Toni Tennille is 52. Actress Melissa Gilnames that correlate to occupation:bert is 31.
prompted me to recall a book
Thotight for Today: "There are plenty of good 5-cent cigars in the
John Train. "Remarkable Names of
Real People- (Clarkson N. Potter
country. The trouble is they cost a quarter. What this country really
It offers i with formal documentaneeds is a good 5-cent nickel." - Franklin• P. Adams, American
tion the following candidates:.
'ournalist-humorist (1881-1960).
- A. Moron , commissiOner if
education. Virgin Island'.
- Cardinal Sin 'archbishop of
Philippines •
Manila.
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1975 graduating class of Calloway County High School. Other
class members with a 95 and
above,average are Norita Cassity,
Craig Dowdy, Janet Gayle Byerly, Robert Hargrove, Cheryl Jackson, Patsy J. Burkeen, Rita Dawson, James Mack Harris, Ralph
Rogers, Anita Chaney, Vickie
Butterworth, Allison Wilfred,
Martha Outland, Hazel Pritchett,
Brenda Outland, James Alan
McCuiston, Phillip Bell and
Denise Morton.
Hess Darnell and Noel Bazzell
are pictured with a stringer of
crappie caught while fishing out
of Lake Barkley.
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Mrs. Blanche Irene Beach
Mrs. Blanche Irene Beach, 69, Benton, formerly of Kirksey and
Murray. died Saturday, May 6, 1995, at Southgate Nursing Home,
Metropolis, 111.
Her husband, Magness Beach, her father, Edward Marion Crick,
one sister, Doris Irvin, and one brother, Charles Crick, preceded her in
death.
Mrs. Beach was a member of a United Methodist church. She was a
former employee of Fisher-Price, Murray.
Survivors include her mother, Mrs. Esta May Crick, Benton; one
sister, Mrs. Shirley Ann Smith, Kirksey; two brothers, Marion Crick,
Paducah, and Jimmy Dale Crick, Kirksey.
Graveside services were Sunday at 2 p.m. at Mt. Cannel United
Methodist Church Cemetery, north of Kirksey. Collier Funeral Home,
Benton, was in charge of arrangements.
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Rev. J. Russell Miller
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The Rev. J. Russell Miller, 67, Rt. 5, Murray, died Friday, May 5,
1995, at 11:51 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A Baptist minister, he had served as pastor of churches in Kentucky, Tennessee, Texas, Illinois, Missouri and Florida, and most recent
served as interim pastor of First Baptist Church, Clinton.
He was the son of the late Ardie Miller and Bethel Carter Miller.
Also preceding him in death were one sister and three brothers.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Marjorie Randolph Miller; two
daughters, Mrs. Jennifer Lee Wilson, Fort Myers, Fla., and Mrs. Ann
Clure, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; one son, Timothy Miller, Jackson, Mo.;
one sister, Mrs. Viva Patterson, Corning, Ark.; one brother, George A.
Miller, McDougal, Ark.; six grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
Memorial services were Sunday at 11 a.m. at First Baptist Church,
Clinton. The Rev. Aubert Rose and the Rev. Dennis Norvell
officiated.
Brown Funeral Home was in charge of arrangements.
Memorials may be made to First Baptist Church, Clinton, KY
42031.

William Loyd Lawson
The funeral for William Loyd Lawson was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Hazel. Henry Hargis officiated.
Singing was by singers from Hazel Church of Christ.
Pallbearers were J.C. Garrett, Joe Parker McCuiston, Joe Dick,
L.W. Patterson, Randy Patterson and Harry Patterson. Burial was in
Lawson Cemetery.
Mr. Lawson, 93, Hazel, died Friday, May 5, 1995, at 10:50 a.m. at
Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Hilda Ann Patterson and husband, Randall, Hazel; three grandsons, Randy Patterson, Jackson,
Miss., L.W. Patterson and wife, Sharon, Atlanta, Ga., and Harry Patterson and wife, Diane, Murray; two great-grandchildren, Alice Lee
Patterson, Atlanta, and Jordan Rhoades Patterson, Murray; one
nephew, J.C. Garrett, Murray.

AutoCAD courses
to be offered here
The Technology Center of Murray State University announces
scheduling of two AutoCAD
courses to be held later this month at
the Collins Center for Industry and
Technology.
Introduction to AutoCAD will be
held ?slay 15 and 16. Fourteen hours
of training will be provided during
Recomthe two-day session.
mended for those with little or no
technical or computer experience,
this beginning level course includes
platforms for AutoCAD 12 or 13
and AutoCAD 13 for windows.
Upon completion, participants
should be familiar with the Auto-
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CAD program, able to identify its
power and limitations, and grasp its
potential for application. Participants will also gain familiarity with
basic AutoCAD commands and execute basic 2-D drawings. Individual 486 IBM 'compatible work
stations will be available for participants to use. Fees are $225 per
individual.
Intermediate AutoCAD will follow on May 17-19. This session
covers 21 hours of instruction and
and concentrates on intermediate
level applications. The course format includes presentations, demonstrations and significant participant
computer time. Participants will
gain efficiency with AutoCAD
through application of a wide variety of more advanced drawing,
editing, file and DOS commands.
Each participant will work individually on 486 IBM compatible work
stations using AutoCAD release 12
or 13. Fees for the intermediate
level course is $340 per individual.
Enrollment in either class is limited to the first 15 registrants.
Tuition discounts are available for
additional participants auending the
same workshop.
For additional information on
these AutoCAD workshops, or about scheduling a customized training program specifically tailored to
meet your needs for time, location
and topics, contact staff at Murray
State's Technology Center, (502)
762-3636.

()Ur

Programs on drug
awareness featured
In conjunction with CCHS Prom
and Graduation,Sheila James, Drug
Free Schools, and Kathy Adams,
Youth Service Center, coordinated
a week of drug awareness activities.
The focus during the week of
April 24 through April 28 .was to
remind the students of the consequences of poor choices made from the
use of tobacco, alcohol, and other
drugs.
Each day, the following students
appeared on the school television
network with awareness messages.
Effects of tobacco and marijuana
use were presented by Tom Richter
on Monday. Jeff Hughes read the
results from the last CCHS survey
of students' attitudes and use-age of
tobacco,alcohol,and other drugs on
Tuesday.
Senior Kelly D. Hale, on Wednesday, encouraged all students to
participate in "The Wall" by writing
individual stories relating to choices
and.eonsequences from alcohol and
drug use.
Tasha Shoemaker shared information regarding the effects ot
drinking during pregnancy, resulting in Fetal Alcohol Syndrome on
Thursday.
On the final day, Darcie Carson

reported how alcohol use results in
crash-related injuries and fatalities.
Students were surprised that Kentucky has one of the highest youth
traffic fatalities in the U.S. Nearly
40 percent of fatally injured drivers
age 15-20 were drinking prior to
their crash.
During the week two school
surveys were administered. The
first survey sponsored by Communities Responding to Youth
(CRY.)focused on alternative activities that students would like to
see offered in Calloway/Murray
area. Also, the P.R.I.D.E. survey
was given as part of needs assessment for educational planning in
our district.
Throughout the week, many
teachers incorporated drug education and awareness in the classroom
with lesson plans and teaching
strategies relevant to 'subject area.
This week of emphasis -11•11 Tobacco, Alcohol, and other Drugs
was enthusiastically supported by
all involved.
As graduation and other spring
events approach, the message is
clear. Celebrate with style - Leave
Alcohol and Drugs Out.

Letter, of Appreciation
Dear Editor:
What a generous community we have!! The LifeHouse Care Center for
women's annual Walk fortife April 29th was a huge success. Over $9,500
was collected the day of the Walk and there were pledges totalling over
$600 that will be coming in over the next few weeks. That's a grand total of
over $10,000!
I am amazed at how people from across county and even state lines came
together to help this ministry. Over 80 walkers from Calloway, Marshall
and McCracken counties in Kentucky and Henry. County Tennessee
participated.
Thank you to all who helped bring the event together. There were
countless individuals before, during and afterthe Walk who selflessly gave
of their time, money and expertise. Beth Peck, walk chairperson,deserves a
special thank you for volunteering to coordinate the Walk.•
LifeHouse depends on caring volunteers for everything from counseling
clients to stuffing envelopes We would not be able to help the women who
come to us in need, if others were not- willing to first help us.
With the help of those volunteer their time, money and other resources,
LifeHouse shows women the positive solutions to the problems of a crisis
pregnancy.
• Again, thank you to everyone who helped. We will remember your
generosity as we strive to show our clients the love of Christ and with His
guidance, help them through their problems.
Katy Walls, Assistant Director
LifeHouse Care Center for Women
1506 Chestnut Street, Murray, Ky. 42071
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Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabinets. Vanities & Furniture
ALL SOLID OAK • NO PARTICLE BOARD
FINISHED OR UNFINISHED
"Give Us Your Measuremerus—Well Budd To Suit Your Needs."

Open Monday-Friday 9-8. Saturday 9-1
Hwy. 94 East, 3 miles from Murray • 753-0961
-

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530
CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials
I Self-supporting 2.6
trusted rafters 2 tt
0C
J ," plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2.4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2.10 headers
0. 4.4 raised curb

A. 4- concrete floor
reinforced with
wee mesh
B. 12" footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts
in concrete
E. Treated
bottom plates
F. Cl studs, 16' 0 C
G. 7".- Blandex
under siding
H Rasonite, wood or vinyl siding

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References arid Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models
Hardboard Siding
1./2 CAR (12)(20)
2 CAR (18a20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22)(22)
2'/x CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2l/2 CAR (2400)

$3,525
$4,325
$4,625
$4,825
$5,425

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT
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$5,925
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A new program has been initiated by the fifth grade teachers Unnie Hooks,
Maxine Pool, and Diana Cothran at East Elementary School. The program
titled "Tech Expert" was funded through a mini-grant designed to enhance
the math program through technology. A team of fourth and fifth grade
students,along with the fifth grade teachers, received intense training from a
computer consultant for two days. The student "Tech Expert" will then use
their expertise to assist other students in the classroom. Many of the skills
acquired through this program will be used in the students individual math
portfolios.
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